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Foreword
Studying, understanding and protecting the earth and its environment are issues of crucial
importance for the sustainment and development of our society. Global climate change, severe
weather, and catastrophic natural hazards such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, hurricanes,
floods, etc, require new scientific methodologies for their study. Understanding their governing
dynamics and striving towards their timely detection, prediction, and prevention can help protect
lives and properties, and minimize economic impact. The field of Geoinformatics focuses on the
development of novel scientific algorithms and the implementation of computational methods to
provide solutions to pressing earth-related problems.
Recent advances in ground, air- and space-borne sensor technologies have provided scientists from
different disciplines an unprecedented access to earth-related data. These developments are quickly
leading towards a data-rich but information-poor environment. The rate at which geospatial data are
being generated clearly exceeds our ability to organize and analyze them to extract patterns critical
for understanding in a timely manner a dynamically changing world. These massive amounts of
data require the use of an integrated framework based on Geographic information science (GIS)
to address a variety of scientific questions, such as identifying strong patterns, clustering similar
data points, detecting anomalies, and abstracting relevant information from sequences of satellite
imagery.
The scope of this workshop is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and the establishment
of synergistic activities among scientists working in fields such as geographic information science
(GIS), data mining, machine learning, geoinformatics, remote sensing, as well as natural hazards,
earth and atmospheric sciences. During this one-day event we aim to bring together these scientific
communities.
Jessica Lin, Guido Cervone, Nigel Waters
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clusters and can model nested and overlapping clusters. Finally,
polygons have been studied thoroughly in geometry and they are
therefore mathematically well understood; moreover, powerful
software libraries are available to manipulate and to analyze and
quantify relationships between polygons. Spatial extensions of
popular database systems, such as ORACLE and Microsoft SQL
Server 2008, support polygon search and polygon manipulation in
extended versions of SQL. Surprisingly, past and current data
mining research has mostly ignored the capabilities polygon
analysis has to offer.

ABSTRACT
Polygons can serve an important role in the analysis of georeferenced data as they provide a natural representation for
particular types of spatial objects and in that they can be used as
models for spatial clusters. This paper claims that polygon analysis
is particularly useful for mining related, spatial datasets. A novel
methodology for clustering polygons that have been extracted from
different spatial datasets is proposed which consists of a meta
clustering module that clusters polygons and a summary generation
module that creates a final clustering from a polygonal meta
clustering based on user preferences. Moreover, a density-based
polygon clustering algorithm is introduced. Our methodology is
evaluated in a real-world case study involving ozone pollution in
Texas; it was able to reveal interesting relationships between
different ozone hotspots and interesting associations between
ozone hotspots and other meteorological variables.

In general, as we will argue in the remainder of the paper, polygon
analysis is particularly useful to mine relationships between
multiple, related datasets, as it provides a useful tool to analyze
discrepancies, progression, change, and emergent events. This
work centers on clustering polygons that have been extracted from
multiple, related datasets. In particular, a new methodology to
mine related, spatial datasets is introduced that consists of a meta
clustering module that clusters polygons and a user driven
summary generation module that creates a final clustering and
other summaries from a polygonal meta clustering. This paper’s
main contributions include:
• A novel polygon-based methodology for analyzing related,
spatial datasets is introduced.
• In contrast to past research, our approach puts a lot of
emphasis on the analysis of overlapping polygons that
originate from different datasets. Novel distance functions to
assess the similarity of overlapping polygons are introduced
for this purpose.
• A density-based polygonal meta clustering algorithm is
introduced.
• Summary generation algorithms that create the final clustering
from meta clusters are proposed. The algorithms rely on a
plug-in fitness function to capture user preferences, which is
maximized when generating the final cluster.
• The proposed framework is evaluated in a challenging realworld case study involving ozone pollution in the Houston
Metropolitan area.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Spatial databases and GIS,
Data Mining

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, and Experimentation

Keywords
Spatial data mining, polygon clustering algorithms, mining related
datasets, polygon analysis, polygon distance functions

1. INTRODUCTION
Tools that visualize and analyze geo-referenced datasets have
gained importance in the last decade, as can be witnessed by the
increased popularity of products, such as Google Earth, Microsoft
Virtual Earth and ArcGIS. Polygons play an important role in the
analysis of geo-referenced data as they provide a natural
representation of geographical objects, such as countries, and in
that they can be used for the modeling of spatial events, such as air
pollution. Moreover, polygons can serve as models for spatial

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 introduces distance functions and clustering algorithms
for polygons. Section 4 introduces algorithms that generate a final
clustering from polygonal meta clusters. Finally, Section 5
evaluates the proposed methodology using ozone pollution case
studies and Section 6 summarizes our findings.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies
are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
ACM GIS '10 , November 2-5, 2010. San Jose, CA, USA.
(c) 2010 ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-0428-3/10/11...$10.00.
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3. DISTANCE FUNCTIONS AND
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR
POLYGONS

2. RELATED WORK
In [1] Joshi et al. propose a DBSCAN-style clustering algorithm for
polygons; the algorithm works by replacing point objects in the
original DBSCAN algorithm with the polygon objects. In [2], Joshi
et al. introduce a dissimilarity function for clustering nonoverlapping polygons that considers both spatial and non-spatial
attributes. Buchin et al. [12] propose a polygonal time algorithm to
compute the Fréchet distance between two polygons. Several papers
[21], [20] propose algorithms to compute the Hausdorff distance
between polygons. Sander et al. [7] propose GDBSCAN, an
algorithm generalizing DBSCAN in two directions: First, generic
object neighborhoods are supported instead of distance-based
neighborhoods. Second, it proposes other, more complicated
measures to define the density of the neighborhood of an object
instead of simply counting the number objects within a given radius
of a query point.

This paper introduces a methodology that uses polygon analysis to
mine related datasets, which consists of 3 steps:
1. Collect/Generate polygonal clusters for multiple related
datasets
2. Meta cluster polygonal clusters
3. Extract interesting patterns/create summaries from polygonal
meta clusters
As far as polygon generation is concerned, our work uses a
contouring algorithm called DCONTOUR [14] to generate
polygons from continuous density functions or interpolation
functions as described in [13], [14]. Moreover, if spatial cluster
extensions are given instead, Characteristic shapes [15] and Alpha
shapes [16] can be used to wrap polygons around objects that
belong to a particular spatial cluster. Both Characteristic shapes
and Alpha shapes algorithms create the Delaunay triangulation of
the point set and reduce it to a non-convex hull. Polygon generation
(Step 1) will not be discussed any further in this paper; this section
focuses on Step 2.

Zeng et al. [3] propose a meta clustering approach to obtain better
clustering results by comparing and selectively combining results of
different clustering techniques. In [4] Gionis et al. present clustering
aggregation algorithms; the goal is to produce a single clustering
that minimizes the total number of disagreements among input
clusterings. The proposed algorithms apply the concept of
correlation clustering [5]. Caruana et al. [6.] propose a mean to
automatically create many diversity clusterings and then measures
the distance between the generated clusterings. Next, the
hierarchical meta clusters are created. Finally an interactive
interface is provided to allow users to choose the most appropriate
clustering from meta clusters based on their preferences. In general,
[3], [4], and [6] perform meta clustering on a single dataset,
whereas our proposed methodology uses meta clustering to analyze
relationship between clusters from multiple related datasets.

3.1 Distance Functions for Polygons
One unique characteristic of our work is that we have to cope with
overlapping polygons; past work on polygonal clustering usually
assumes that polygons do not overlap and most uses the Hausdorff
distance [11] to assess polygon similarity. However, we believe that
considering polygon overlap is of critical importance for polygonal
clustering of related datasets. Therefore, in addition to the
Hausdorff distance, our work proposes two novel distance functions
called overlay and hybrid distance functions.

Our work also relates to correspondence clustering, coupled
clustering, and co-clustering which all mine related datasets.
Coupled clustering [17] is introduced to discover relationships
between two textual datasets by partitioning the datasets into
corresponding clusters where each cluster in one dataset is matched
with its counterpart in the other dataset. Co-clustering has been
successfully used for applications in text mining [18], marketbasket data analysis, and bioinformatics [19]. In general, the coclustering clusters two datasets with different schemas by
rearranging the datasets. The objects in two datasets are represented
as rows and columns of a dataset. Then, the co-clustering partitions
rows and columns of the data matrix and creates clusters which are
subsets of the original matrix. Correspondence clustering [9] is
introduced by Rinsurongkawong et al. to cluster two or more spatial
datasets by maximizing cluster interestingness and correspondence
between clusters. Cluster interestingness and correspondence
interestingness are captured in plug-in fitness functions and
prototype-based clustering algorithms are proposed that cluster
multiple datasets in parallel. In conclusion, coupled clustering [17]
and co-clustering [18], [19] are not designed for spatial data and
they cluster point objects using traditional clustering algorithms.
The techniques introduced in correspondence clustering [9] are
applicable to point objects in the spatial space whereas this paper
focuses on clustering spatial clusters that originate from different,
related datasets that are approximated using polygons.

We define a polygon A as a sequence of points A= p1 ,…, pn, with
point p1 being connected to the point pn to close the polygon.
Moreover, we assume that boundary of the polygon does not cross
itself and polygons can have holes inside. Throughout the paper we
use the term polygon to refer to such polygons.

3.1.1 Hausdorff Distance
The Hausdorff distance measures the distance between two point
sets. It is the maximum distance of a point in any set to the nearest
point in the other set. Using the same notation as [11], let A and B
be two point sets, the Hausdorff distance DHausdorff(A,B) for the two
sets is defined as:
,
max

,

,

,

where d(a,b) is the Euclidean distance between point a and point b.
In order to use the Hausdorff distance for polygons, we firstly have
to determine how to associate a point set with a polygon. One
straight forward choice is to define this point set as the points that
lie on the boundary of a polygon. However, computing the distance
between point sets that consist of unlimited number of points is
considerably expensive. An algorithm that solves this problem for
trajectories has been proposed by [20] and the same technique can
be applied to polygons.

3.1.2 Overlay Distance
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All non-core points which are not similar to any core point are
identified as noise points. All non-noise and non-core points are
assigned to the cluster of the nearest core point.

The overlay distance measures the distance between two polygons
based on their degree of overlap. The overlay distance
DOverlay(A,B) between polygons A and B is defined as:
,

When using SNN to cluster polygons, we first calculate the
distances between all pairs of polygons using the distance
functions discussed in section 2. Next, we identify the K nearest
neighbors for each polygon. SNN calculates the SNN density of
each polygon using the k nearest neighbors list and clusters the
polygons around core polygons using the DBSCAN like algorithm
described above.

,

1

,

where the function area(X) returns the area a polygon X covers.
Basically, the overlay distance is the quotient of the size of the
intersection of two polygons over the size of the union of the two
polygons. The overlay distance is 1 for pairs of polygons that do
not overlap at all.

4. CREATING FINAL CLUSTERINGS FROM
POLYGONAL META CLUSTERS

3.1.3 Hybrid Distance

Several forms of summaries can be generated from polygonal meta
clusters:
1. Signatures for meta clusters that summarize what
characteristics all the objects in the same meta clusters share.
2. Discrepancy mining can be used to create knowledge of how
the clusters in a particular meta cluster differ from the clusters
in another meta cluster.
3. Final clusterings can be created from a meta clustering.

The hybrid distance function uses a linear combination of the
Hausdorff distance and the overlay distance. Because the overlay
distance between two disjoint polygons is always 1, regardless of
the actual location in space, additionally using the Hausdorff
distance provides more precise approximations of the distance
between polygons. The hybrid distance function is defined as:
,

,
1

Section 5 gives some examples of summaries with respect to
characteristics and discrepancies of ozone hotspot polygons. The
remainder of this section will discuss how to create a “good” final
clustering from a set of meta clusters.

,

where w is the weight associated with each distance function
(1
0 . Due to the fact that our goal is spatial clustering and
we are interested in obtaining meta clusters whose polygons
overlap a lot, typically much more weight will be associated with
the overlay distance function.

Although clustering has been studied for more than 40 years, its
objectives and how to evaluate different clustering results is still
subject to a lot of controversy; moreover, current research,
particularly most ensemble clustering research is still relying on
the misconception that a universal, optimal clustering of a dataset
exists. However, in general, domain experts seek for clusters
based on their domain-driven notion of “interestingness” which
usually differs from generic characteristics used by clustering
algorithms; moreover, for a given dataset there usually are many
plausible clusterings whose value really has to be determined by
the domain expert. Finally, even for the same domain expert
multiple clusterings, e.g. clusterings at different levels of
granularity, are of value. A key idea of this work is to collect a
large number of frequently overlapping clusters organized in form
of meta-clusters; a final clustering is then created from those meta
clusters based on a user’s notion of interestingness.

3.2 The POLY_SNN Algorithm
The SNN (Shared Nearest Neighbors) algorithm [8] is a densitybased clustering algorithm which assesses the similarity between
two points using the number of nearest neighbors that they share.
SNN clusters data as DBSCAN does, except that the number of
shared neighbors is used to access the similarity instead of the
Euclidean distance.
Similar to DBSCAN, SNN is able to find clusters of different
sizes, shapes, and can cope with noise in the dataset. However,
SNN copes better with high dimensional data and responds better
to datasets with varying densities.

To reflect what was discussed in the previous paragraph, we
assume that our final cluster generation algorithms provide plug-in
fitness functions that capture a domain expert’s notion of
interestingness which are maximized when generating the final
clustering. Meta clustering provides an alternative approach to the
traditional ensemble clustering by creating a more structured input
for generating a final clustering, also reducing algorithm
complexity by restricting choices. In this section, we propose
algorithms that create a final clustering by selecting at most one
cluster from each meta cluster. Moreover, due to the fact that
polygons originated from different datasets typically overlap a lot,
we provide an option for the user to restrict cluster overlap in the
final clustering. More formally, we develop algorithms that create
a final clustering from a meta clustering by solving the following
optimization problem:

In SNN, similarity between two points p1 and p2 is the number of
points they share among their k nearest neighbors as follows:
1, 2

1

2

where NN(pi) is the k nearest neighbors of a point pi.
SNN density of a point p is defined as the sum of the similarities
between point p and its k nearest neighbors as follows:
,
where pi is point p’s ith nearest neighbor.
After assessing the SNN density of each point, SNN algorithm
finds the core points (points with high SNN density) and forms the
clusters around the core points like DBSCAN. If two core points
are similar to each other, then they are placed in the same cluster.

Inputs:
1. A meta clustering M={X1, …, Xk} —at most one object will be
selected from each meta cluster Xi (i=1,...k).
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2. The user provides her own individual cluster reward function
RewardU whose values are in [0,).
3. A reward threshold U—low reward clusters are not included
in the final clustering.
4. A cluster distance threshold d which expresses how much
cluster overlap/coverage she likes to tolerate.
5. A cluster distance function dist.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 The Ozone Dataset
Recently, it has been reported by the American Lung Association
[24] that Houston Metropolitan area is the 7th worst ozone zone in
the US. The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ)
is a state agency responsible for environmental issues including the
monitoring of environmental pollution in the Texas. TCEQ collects
hourly ozone concentration data for metropolitan areas across the
state and publishes the data on its website [22]. TCEQ uses a
network of 44 ozone-monitoring stations in the Houston-Galveston
area which covers the geographical region within [-95.8070, 94.7870] longitude and [29.0108, 30.7440] latitude. On all the
figures included in this paper, the X axis represents the latitude
range from 29 to 30.4. The Y axis represents the longitude range
from -95.8 to -94.8. We downloaded the hourly ozone
concentration data from TCEQ’s website between the timeframe of
April 1, 2009 at 0:00 to November 30, 2009 at 23:00. In addition to
the ozone concentrations, we also downloaded the meteorology
data including average wind speed, average solar radiation, and
average outdoor temperature for the same time slots as the ozone
measurements.

Find ZX1…Xk that maximizes:

subject to:
1.  xZ x’Z (xx’  Dist(x,x’)>d)
2.  xZ (RewardU(x)>U)
3.  xZ x’Z ((x Xi  x’ Xk  xx’ )  ik)
The goal is to maximize the sum of the rewards of clusters that
have been selected from meta clusters. Constraint 1 prevents that
two clusters that are too close to each other are both included in the
final clustering. Constraint 3 makes sure that at most one cluster
from each meta cluster is selected.

Basically, we create polygons that capture ozone hotspots for
particular time slot; for each time slot we obtain a set of polygons.
In particular the polygons were generated as follows: First, we
download the ozone concentration monitored by 44 monitoring
sites from TCEQ’s website. Next, a standard Kriging interpolation
method [25] is used to compute the ozone concentrations on 20×27
grids that cover the Houston metropolitan area. Finally, we feed
the interpolation function into the DCONTOUR algorithm with a
defined threshold to create sets of polygons, describing polygon
hotspots—areas in the spatial dataset whose ozone concentration is
above the input threshold. Two polygon datasets are created by
using two different density thresholds as inputs for DCONTOUR
algorithm. The use of the density threshold 180 creates 255
polygons. These polygons represent areas where the average one
hour ozone concentration is above 80 ppb (parts per billion). The
density threshold 200 generates 162 polygons that have one hour
ozone concentration more than 90 ppb. The current EAP ozone
standard is based on an eight-hour average measurement. In order
to meet the standard, the eight-hour average ozone concentration
has to be less than 0.08 ppm (80 ppb). Therefore, we can consider
the polygons that we created are areas where the ozone level
exceeds the EPA standard in that hour. Our experiments were
conducted using the polygon dataset generated by DCONTOUR
with threshold equal to 200.

Assuming that we have n meta clusters each containing an average
of m clusters, there are roughly (m+1)n final clusterings; for each
meta cluster we can either select one of its clusters for inclusion or
we might decide not to take any cluster of the meta cluster due to
violations of constraints 1 and 2. Constraint 2 is easy to handle by
removing clusters below threshold from the meta clusters prior to
running the final cluster generation algorithm.
Many different algorithms can be developed to solve this
optimization problem, three of which we are currently
investigating:
 A greedy algorithm: A greedy algorithm that always selects the
cluster with the highest reward from the unprocessed meta
clusters whose inclusion in the final clustering does not violate
constraints 1 and 2. If there are no such clusters left, no more
clusters will be added from the remaining meta clusters to the
final clustering.
 An anytime backtracking algorithm: An anytime backtracking
algorithm that explores the choices in descending order of
cluster rewards; every time a new final clustering is obtained,
the best solution found so far is potentially updated. If runtime
expires, the algorithm reports the best solution found so far.
 An evolutionary computing algorithm that relies on integer
chromosomal representations; e.g. (1,2,3,0) represents a
solution where cluster 1 is selected from meta clustering 1,
cluster 2 from meta cluster 2,…, and no cluster is selected from
meta cluster 4. Traditional mutation and crossover operators
are used to create new solutions, and a simple repair approach
is used to deal with violations of constraint 1.

Ozone formation is a complicated chemical reaction. There are
several control factors involved:
 Sunlight measured by solar radiation is needed to produce
ozone.
 High outdoor temperatures cause the ozone formation
reaction to speed up.
 Wind transports ozone pollution from the source point.
 Time of Day: ozone levels can continue to rise all day long
on a clear day, and then decrease after sunset.

The greedy algorithm is very fast (O(m×n)) but far from optimal,
the backtracking algorithms explore the complete search space
(O(mn)) and—if not stopped earlier—finds the optimal solution if n
and m are not very large; however, the anytime approach can be
used for large values of m and n. Finally, the evolutionary
computing algorithm covers a middle ground, providing acceptable
solutions that are found in medium runtime.

We evaluate our methodology in two case studies. The goal of the
first case study is to verify that our new polygon distance functions
and clustering algorithm for geospatial polygons can effectively
cluster overlapped spatial polygons originated from different
related datasets. By analyzing additional meteorological attributes
such as outdoor temperature, solar radiation, wind speed and time
of day associated with polygons, we can characterize each cluster
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also compute some statistics of 4 meteorological variables
involved in ozone formation. Table 1 lists the statistical results of
four control factors discussed above associated with the meta
clustering in Figure 1.

and identify interesting patterns associated with these hotspots. To
accomplish this goal we cluster all polygons at all time slots for
certain threshold as a single pool of clusters.
In the second case study, we are interested to generate final
clusterings that capture a domain expert’s notation of
interestingness by plugging in different reward functions, e.g.,
possible maximum range of ozone pollution represented by area of
polygons. In order to summarize final clusterings, we also compute
the statistical results of ozone pollution control variables such as
outdoor temperature, solar radiation, and wind speed.

As expected, meta clustering shown in Figure 1 representing one
hour ozone concentration higher than 90 ppd is characterized by
high outdoor temperature (average of 90.6 and standard deviation of
5.3) and strong solar radiation (average of 0.80 and standard
deviation of 0.36), which usually happens between 1 pm to 4 pm
each day. The wind speed affects the range of ozone pollution
represented by the size of polygons. Since the standard deviation of
the wind speed (1.90) compared with the average wind speed (6.05)
is nontrivial, the variation of the size of the polygons is significant
in Figure 1.

5.2 Case Study 1: Anaylizing Meta Clusters of
Ozone Hotspots
An ozone polygon is a hotspot area that has ozone concentration
above a certain threshold. In the first case study, we apply the
POLY_SNN clustering algorithm to cluster all the polygons in the
ozone dataset in order to find clusters of hotspots.
Figure 1 displays the meta clustering result of 30 clusters found by
POLY_SNN using the hybrid distance function and the number of
nearest neighbors k set to 5. The dataset consists of 162 polygons
created by DCONTOUR using density threshold equal to 200 (90
ppb). Out of 162 polygons, 30% of polygons in the dataset are
considered outliers by POLY_SNN. Polygons marked by the same
color belong to the same cluster.
-94.8

-95

-95.2

Figure 2. Visualization of 4 meta clusters (ID: 11, 12, 16, and
29) shown in Figure 1.

-95.4

-95.6

-95.8
29

29.2

29.4

29.6

29.8

30

30.2

30.4

Figure 1. Meta clustering generated by POLY_SNN using the
Hybrid distance function.
Table 1. The statistical results of 4 meteorological variables for
meta clustering shown in Figure 1
Mean

Std

Max

Min

Temperature

90.6

5.3

102.8

78.6

Solar Radiation

0.8

0.36

1.4

0.03

Wind Speed

6.1

1.9

15.7

0.3

Time of Day

2:30 pm

1.8

10 am

8 pm

Figure 3. Visualization of 4 meta clusters (ID: 2, 4, 10, and 27)
shown in Figure 1.
It is hard to visualize clustering results as polygons overlap a lot as
can be seen in Figure 1. Figure 2 and Figure 3 give a picture of
eight polygonal meta clusters shown in Figure 1. As expected, the
hybrid distance function that employs both overlay distance
function and Hausdorff distance function creates clusters of
polygons that are similar in shape, size and location. Particularly,
since we give more weights to the overlay distance function, the

In general, by analyzing the meteorological characteristics of
polygons domain experts may find some interesting phenomena
that could lead to further scientific investigation. Therefore, we
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Based on Table 3, cluster 10 has lower outdoor temperature (85.95)
compared with entire meta clustering (90.6), lower solar radiation
(0.65) compared with entire meta clustering (0.80) and lower wind
speed (4.8) compared with entire meta clustering (6.05). The
average time of day for cluster 4 is about 4 pm. All those 4 lower
meteorological values contribute to smaller polygon sizes inside
cluster 4 shown in Figure 3.

clusters in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are highly overlapped. The
clustering results prove that our POLY_SNN clustering algorithm
in conjunction with the hybrid distance function can effectively find
clusters of overlapping polygons similar in size, shape and location.
Table 2 and Table 3 list the mean and standard deviation of outdoor
temperature, solar radiation, wind speed and time of day associated
with eight meta clusters in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The solar
radiation information related to cluster 2 and 4 are not available
from TCEQ’s website. Certainly, ozone formation is far more
complicated than only considering those four control factors. Our
polygon-based methodology has the capability of handling more
non-spatial attributes.

5.3 Case Study 2: Final Cluster Generation
The greedy algorithm introduced in section 4 is used to generate
the final cluster from polygonal meta clusters shown in Figure 1.
We use several reward functions to capture different notations of
interestingness of domain experts. The final cluster generated by
our model can be used to summarize what characteristics ozone
polygons in the same meta clusters share.

Table 2. The statistical results of 4 meteorological variables for
4 meta clusters shown in Figure 2
Meta Cluster Id

11

12

16

29

mean

98.83

99.10

90.94

85.48

std

1.05

2.89

4.26

1.04

Solar

mean

0.90

0.86

0.70

0.69

Radiation

std

0.34

0.0.28

0.28

0.46

mean

5.16

4.86

5.84

8.34

std

0.46

0.97

0.93

2.58

mean

2 pm

2 pm

3 pm

12 pm

std

0.88

1.62

1.63

1.92

Temperature

Wind Speed

Time of Day

The domain experts are usually interested in recognizing the
possible maximal range of ozone pollution. The range of ozone
pollution represented by polygon area in our model is selected as
the first cluster reward function RewardU. By selecting different
reward threshold and distance threshold, different final clusters
could be generated. Figure 4 shows one final cluster using reward
threshold 0.04 and Hybrid distance threshold 0.5. There are 5
polygons in the final cluster. A small polygon inside the big dark
green polygon is a hole inside the polygon. Our framework allows
for polygons with holes inside. Those 5 polygons in Figure 4
clearly capture the dominant ozone hotspots in Houston-Galveston
area found in Figure 1.

Table 3. The Statistical results of 4 meteorological variables for
4 meta clusters shown in Figure 3
Meta Cluster Id

2

4

10

27

Outdoor

Mean

83.41

88.51

85.95

92.3

Temperature

Std

3.81

1.61

2.06

2.86

Solar

Mean

N/a

n/a

0.65

0.6155

Radiation

Std

N/a

n/a

0

0.27

Mean

6.84

6.15

4.8

6.51

Std

1.04

0.52

0.79

0.51

Mean

2 pm

1 pm

4 pm

3 pm

Std

1.70

0.86

0.81

0.83

Wind Speed

Time of Day

Figure 4. Final cluster for area of polygon reward threshold
0.04 and Hybrid distance threshold 0.5.
Table 4. The mean of 4 meteorological variables for the final
cluster shown in Figure 4

Based on Table 2, we can see that ozone polygons in clusters 11
and 12 are characterized by very high outdoor temperature (98.83
and 99.10) compared with entire meta clustering (90.6) and strong
solar radiation (0.90 and 0.86) compared with entire meta clustering
(0.8). The wind speed of cluster 11 and cluster 12 (5.16 and 4.86)
are slow compared with entire meta clustering (6.1) so that the
average size of the polygons in cluster 11 and cluster 12 are
relatively small compared with all other polygons shown in Figure
1. Also, Clusters 11 and 12 are captured around 2 pm. The
statistical results associated with Cluster 16 are very close to the
entire meta clustering in Table 1.

Polygon ID

13

21

80

125

150

Outdoor

79.0

86.35

89.10

84.10

88.87

N/A

1.33

1.17

0.13

1.10

Wind Speed

4.50

6.10

6.20

4.90

5.39

Time of Day

6 pm

1 pm

2 pm

2 pm

12 pm

Temperature
Solar
Radiation
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Table 4 shows statistical results of meteorological variables of the
final cluster showed in Figure 4. Since the standard deviations of
these four variables are relatively small for each polygon, we did
not discuss the standard deviation in this section. Based on Table
4, Polygon 21, 80 and 150 covers larger area with higher outdoor
temperature, high wind speed and strong solar radiation compared
with polygon 12 and 125. Polygon 150 is interesting because it has
a hole inside. Further analysis could be done to help understand the
formation of holes inside polygons.

available in the original ozone pollution datasets downloaded from
TCEQ website [22]. All of those 14 polygons with relative smaller
size occur either before 1 pm or after 4 pm. According to Table 1,
the average time of entire meta clustering shown in Figure 1 is
2:30 pm with a standard deviation of 1.8. The time slot from 1 pm
to 4 pm everyday is definitely a hotspot for ozone formation which
could change the range and the concentration density of ozone
pollution significantly. More analysis should be done specially for
this time slot.

The reciprocal of the area of each polygon is used as the second
reward function for smaller granularity which may be useful to
identify the ozone pollution point source and enable the domain
experts to analyze patterns at different levels of granularity. By
decreasing either the reward threshold or the distance threshold, we
are able to get different final clusters. Figure 5 shows the final
cluster with reward threshold set to 10 and distance threshold set to
0.45. There are 14 polygons shown in Figure 5.

The outdoor temperatures, wind speed and solar radiation also play
a very important role in ozone formation. We use average outdoor
temperature associated with each polygon as the third reward
function in our model. Figure 6 shows one final cluster with
average outdoor temperature threshold set to 90 and distance
threshold set to 0.55. There are 5 polygons. The statistical results
of meteorological variables are summarized in Table 6. Obviously,
all the polygons with high temperatures occur during 2 pm to 4
pm. The lower the wind speed, the smaller the area of the polygon.
For example, polygon 67 has the lowest wind speed of 4.1
compared with all the other four polygons in Figure 6.

-94.8

-94.8

129

-95

83
148
128
106

-95.2

74
-95
54

35 42
-95.2

107

-95.4

105

11
67

-95.4

-95.6
44
-95.8

18
17

-95.6

114

89

29

29.2

29.4

29.6

29.8

30

30.2

30.4

-95.8
29

Figure 5. Final cluster for the reciprocal of area reward
threshold 10 and Hybrid distance threshold 0.45.

Outdoor
temperature
81.4
88.2
N/A
86.3
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
93.5
94.4
94.6
86.4
86.2
N/a

Solar
radiation
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.18
1.21
0.63
0.13
1.09
N/A

Wind
speed
6.3
6.0
N/A
6.2
N/A
N/A
N/A
5.9
5.9
4.6
5.8
5.4
8.8
N/A

29.2

29.4

29.6

29.8

30

30.2

30.4

Figure 6. Final cluster for polygon average temperature
reward threshold 90 and Hybrid distance threshold 0.55.

Table 5. The mean of 4 meteorological variables for the final
cluster shown in Figure 5
Polygon
ID
11
17
18
35
42
44
74
83
106
107
114
128
129
148

101

Table 6. The mean of 4 meteorological variables of the final
cluster shown in Figure 6

Time
of day
4 pm
3 pm
4 pm
5 pm
1 pm
3 pm
4 pm
10 am
4 pm
11 am
4 pm
5 pm
10 am
N/A

Polygon ID

54

67

89

101

105

100.3

102.8

92.4

99.4

94.5

N/A

0.96

0.91

0.70

0.72

Wind Speed

6.0

4.1

8.533

8.2

6.04

Time of day

2 pm

3 pm

3 pm

4 pm

3 pm

Outdoor
Temperature
Solar
Radiation

6. CONCLUSION
This paper claims that polygon analysis is particularly useful for
mining multiple, related spatial datasets. In particular, a novel
methodology for clustering polygons that have been extracted from
multiple, spatial datasets is proposed which consists of a meta

Table 5 lists statistical results of four meteorological variables of
those 14 polygons shown in Figure 5. Some of the values are not
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clustering module that clusters the obtained polygons and a
summary generation module that extracts patterns and creates
summaries from a polygonal meta clustering. In general, this work
has the capability to cluster overlapping polygons and use novel
distance functions to assess the similarity between polygons.
Moreover, a density-based polygonal clustering algorithm called
POLY_SNN is proposed by extending SSN. Finally, three
algorithms for generating a final cluster from a given meta
clustering based on user preferences were discussed. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first paper that proposes a comprehensive
methodology that relies on polygon analysis to mine related spatial
datasets.
Our methodology is evaluated in a real-world case study involving
ozone pollution in the Houston Metropolitan area. It is able to
reveal interesting relationships between different ozone hotspots
and interesting associations between ozone hotspots and other
variables.
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post-classification comparison. Image (band) differencing might
be the most widely used method in the first category. While the
techniques in the category are able to provide information on the
possible existence of a change and the relative magnitude of the
change, they do not identify the nature of the change (Im and
Jensen 2005). In contrast, techniques in the later two categories
have the capabilities of providing detailed information about the
type of land cover change for every pixel and/or polygon under
examination (Im and Jensen 2005). While the post-classification
comparison based methods are straightforward, they were
criticized for relying on the accuracy of the two individual
classifications (Singh 1989). In this study, we propose a hybrid
algorithm that tightly couples a Decision Tree (DT) algorithm
and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for land cover
change detections that aims at improving the interpretability of
the classification results and classification accuracies
simultaneously. The proposed approach falls in the multi-date
classification category.
Comparisons of different classification algorithms in the
multi-date classification category have been extensively studied.
For example, Chan et al (2001) compared four classifiers,
namely Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Learning Vector
Quantization (LVQ), Decision Tree (DT) and MaximumLikelihood Classifier (MLC). Seto and Liu (2003) compared
ARTMAP neural network with MLC and observed that
ARTMAP neural network classifiers were more accurate than
MLC classifiers. Nemmour and Chibani (2006) has reported that
Support SVM generally performed better than a two hiddenlayer Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifier using the
standard back propagation rule with respect to classification
accuracies. While a certain classifier may have higher
classification accuracy for a particular dataset, it is hard to make
a conclusion that some classifiers are always better than the
rests when multiple criteria are used to evaluate the suitability of
algorithms (Chan et al, 2001). Although in reality no
classification algorithm can satisfy all evaluation requirements
nor be applicable to all studies due to different environmental
settings and datasets used (Lu and Weng 2007), hybridizing two
or more classifiers with careful design may improve the
suitability of classification algorithms for land cover change
detections.
Hybrid classifier is a popular concept in classifying
remotely sensed data. Various hybrid methods have been
proposed since at least early 1990s (Kelly et al 2004). For
example, the Iterative Guided Spectral Class Rejection (IGSCR)
is a hybrid approach that combines unsupervised clustering and
maximum likelihood (Wayman et al 2001) and have been
successfully used in a few applications (Kelly et al 2004, Musy
et al 2006, Wynne 2007). Techniques that hybridize clustering
and classification algorithms for urban change analysis have

ABSTRACT
Change detection techniques have been widely used in satellite
based environmental monitoring. Multi-date classification is an
important change detection technique in remote sensing. In this
study, we propose a hybrid algorithm called HC-DT/SVM, that
tightly couples a Decision Tree (DT) algorithm and a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for land cover change
detections. We aim at improving the interpretability of the
classification
results
and
classification
accuracies
simultaneously. The hybrid algorithm first constructs a DT
classifier using all the training samples and then sends the
samples under the ill-classified decision tree branches to a SVM
classifier for further training. The ill-classified decision tree
branches are linked to the SVM classifier and testing samples
are classified jointly by the linked DT and SVM classifiers.
Experiments using a dataset that consists of two Landsat TM
scenes of southern China region show that the hybrid algorithm
can significantly improve the classification accuracies of the
classic DT classifier and improve its interpretability at the same
time.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications] Data Mining

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Hybrid Classifier, Decision Tree, SVM, Remote Sensing, Land
Cover, Change Detection

1. INTRODUCTION
Change detection from remotely sensed images is a
useful technology for detecting changes in large and rapidly
changing area and is an important source for environmental
monitoring. Many digital change detection techniques have been
developed during the past few decades (Singh 1989, Lu et al
2004). The techniques can be grouped into three major
categories: map algebra, direct multi-date classification and
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
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detection as reported in (Chan et al 2001) and (Im and Jensen
2005). Second, recent studies on classifying remote sensing data
have consistently reported that SVM classifiers have better
classification accuracies than conventional MLC classifiers and
ANN based classifiers for both multi-spectral (Huang et al 2002,
Pal and Mather 2005) and hyperspectral images (Pal and Mather
2006) which suggests that SVM could be used as an accurate
classifier for change detection that involves a large number of
bands from multi-date images. Unfortunately, the resulting
hyperplane in a SVM classifier is in a high-dimensional space,
which makes visualizing SVM classifier for human
interpretation very difficult if not impossible.
Following the strategy discussed previously, the
proposed hybrid algorithm first applies a decision tree algorithm
to the training samples to construct a DT classifier. The samples
in the ill-classified branches of the resulting decision tree are
used to construct a SVM classifier. The two classifiers are
chained together through pointers and used for classification.
The proposed approach is motivated by our previous work on
devising a successive decision tree algorithm for classifying
remotely sensed data where the samples in the ill-classified
branches of a previous resulting decision tree are used to
construct a successive decision tree (Zhang et al 2007). The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
basics of the DT classifier and the SVM classifier and presents
the proposed hybrid algorithm. Section 3 provides details of
software implementations of the HCC-DT/SVM algorithm.
Section 4 is the experiments on the land cover change detections
using a pair of TM images at two times in a southern China
region. Finally Section 5 is the summary and conclusions.

been successfully applied to the Twin Cities (Minnesota)
metropolitan area using multi-date Landsat data (Yuan et al
2005). In addition, the ensemble based techniques, such as
bagging or boosting, can also be broadly considered as hybrid
classifiers where a same base classifier is applied multiple times
and the classifications are combined to generate the final results.
In this case, the base classifiers are “hybridized” to themselves.
Land cover classifications using boosting (Friedl et al 1999, de
Colstoun and Walthall 2006) and bagging (DeFries and Chan
2000, Prasad et al 2006) on decision tree classifiers have been
reported. More recently, Nemmour and Chibani (2006) applied
multiple support vector machines for land cover change
detection where multiple kernels were used to build multiple
classifiers and the classification results were combined based on
fuzzy integral and attractor dynamic rules. Most of existing
hybrid classifiers require training and classifying the samples in
a dataset multiple times independently and we term as looselycoupled hybrid classifiers. The problem with such looselycoupled hybrid classifiers are that the numbers of training and
testing of the hybrid classifiers usually are proportional to the
numbers of base classifiers that the hybrid classifiers are based
on. Combining classification results from multiple independent
classifiers beyond simple majority voting rule requires careful
design of schemas of combination (e.g., Liu and Gopal 2004,
Huang and Lees 2004) which is a non-trivial task. In addition,
while it may be possible to visualize individual base classifiers
for better interpretation, it may not be feasible to visualize the
hybrid classifiers due to the composition complexities of the
base classifiers.
In this study, we propose a new hybrid algorithm that
adopts a tightly coupled strategy for base classifiers. The
strategy first feeds all the training samples to a fast classifier
that uses divide-and-conquer strategy (e.g. decision tree
algorithms) and identifies ill-classified components in the
divided classification space. The strategy then combines
samples fall in the ill-classified components and sends them to a
more sophisticated and computationally intensive classifier for
further classification. A hybrid classifier that adopts the strategy
actually is a chain of two types of base classifiers. One of the
advantages of the new type of hybrid classifiers is the capacity
to leverage fewer but more significant patterns resulting from
the training samples and present them to users immediately in a
compact form. For example, delivering decision rules from a
resulting decision tree classifier that cover a larger number of
training samples with high classification accuracies or few
exceptions. In addition, the classifiers that adopt the divide-andconquer strategy usually can be represented as a tree and can be
easily visualized.
As a case study, we have developed a new hybrid
algorithm that hybridizes a decision tree classifier and a SVM
classifier. Different from previous hybrid techniques that mainly
target at classification accuracies, the proposed hybrid algorithm
also aims at interpretability of the trained classifier. We choose
to hybridize the decision algorithm and the SVM algorithm for
two main reasons. First, the decision tree algorithm has been
widely used in land cover classification and its advantages, such
as no presumption of data distribution and fast in training and
execution, have been well recognized (Friedl and Brodley 1997,
Friedl et al 2002). More importantly, it has the capabilities of
generating human interpretable rules. The decision tree
algorithm has been successfully applied to urban change

2. The HC-DT/SVM Algorithm
Before going to the details of the hybrid algorithm, we first
briefly introduce the two base classifiers, namely the decision
tree classifier and the support vector machines classifier. The
hybrid algorithm is then presented as a set of linked procedures.

2.1 The Decision Tree Algorithm
The decision tree method recursively partitions the
data space into disjoint sections using impurity measurements
(such as information gain and gain ratio). For the sake of
simplicity, binary partition of feature space is usually adopted in
implementations. Let f(Ci) be the count of class i before the
partition and f(Ci1) and f(Ci2) be the counts of class i in each of
the two partitioned sections based on a partitioning value,
respectively. Further let C be the total number of classes,
C

C

n = ∑ f (Ci ) ,
i =1
C

n1 = ∑ f (C i ) ,
1

and

i =1

n2 = ∑ f (Ci ) ,
2

then the information entropy before the

i =1

C

partition is defined as

e = −∑
i =1

f (Ci )
f (Ci )
* log(
).
n
n

Correspondingly the entropies of the two partitions are defined
C

as

e1 = −∑
i =1

10

1

1

f (Ci )
f (Ci )
* log(
)
n1
n1

and

C

e2 = − ∑
i =1

2

yi ∈ {−1, +1}

2

f (Ci )
f (Ci )
* log(
),
n2
n2

respectively.

The

aims at finding a linear hyperplane that separate the data in a
transformed space, i.e.,

overall entropy after the partition is defined as the weighted
average of e1 and e2, i.e.,

entropy _ partition =

yi [ wT φ ( xi ) + b ] ≥ 1, i = 1.. N

n1
n
*e1 + 2 * e2
n
n

where function φ(x) is a mapping from the original space to a
high dimensional space. In case of such separating hyperplane

The Information Gain then can be defined as:

does not exist, a so called slack variable

entropy _ gain = e − entropy _ partition
entropy _ gain
entropy _ partition

(1)

SVM adopts the structural risk minimization principle
and the risk bound is minimized by solving the following
minimization problem:

min J ( w, ξ ) =
w ,ξ

N
1 T
w w + c∑ ξi
2
i =1

(2)

subjected to (1). To minimize (2), a Lagrangian
function can be constructed as

L ( w, b, ξ , α , β ) = J ( w, ξ ) −
N

N

i =1

i =1

∑ α i { y i [ wT φ ( xi ) + b] − 1 + ξ i } − ∑ β i ξ i
where

α i ≥ 0, β i ≥ 0 (i = 1,K , N ) are

(3)

the Lagrangian

multipliers of (2). Function (3) reaches its optimal value when
the following conditions are met:
N
⎧ ∂L
0
w
α i y iφ ( xi )
=
→
=
∑
⎪ ∂w
i =1
⎪
N
∂L
⎪⎪
= 0 → ∑ α i yi = 0
⎨
∂b
i =1
⎪ ∂L1
= 0 → c − α i − β i = 0, i = 1..N
⎪
⎪ ∂ξ i
⎪⎩

2.2 The SVM Algorithm
For the sake of simplicity, we only introduce the basic
SVM algorithm that handles two classes. For multi-class
classification problem, either one against one or one against all
strategy can be applied to decompose the multi-class
classification problem into multiple two-class classification
problems. The SVM classifier we use in this study is the Java
version of the LIBSVM package (Chang and Lin 2001) which
adopts the one against one class decomposition strategy. An nclass classification problem is decomposed into n*(n-1)/2 twoclass classification problems. The results are merged through a
majority vote.
For a two-class classification problem, given a set of

{xi , yi }iN=1 , where xi ∈ R n

is introduced such

⎧ yi [ wT φ ( xi ) + b ] ≥ 1 − ξ i , i = 1.. N
⎨
ξi ≥ 0
⎩

Implementations may choose to use different criteria,
such as information gain, gain ratio or their combinations. For
example, the J48 module in the WEKA data mining package
(Witten and Frank 2000) that implements the popular C4.5
algorithm uses the following procedure to determine the best
partitioning attribute (band in remote sensing classification case)
and the best partitioning value. First, for each attribute, a set of
partitioning values is determined based on the minimum and
maximum values of the attribute. Second, each of the
partitioning values is used to partition the training samples into
two subsets and the information gain and gain ratio are
calculated. The partitioning value with the largest gain ratio
among the partitioning values whose info gains are above the
average is used as the attribute’s partitioning value. Third, the
process is repeated for all the attributes and the attribute with
the largest gain ratio is chosen as the partitioning attribute.
The decision tree classifier adopts a divide-andconquer strategy and is very fast in training and testing. More
importantly, paths from the root to leaf nodes can easily be
transformed into decision rules (such as if a>10 and b<20 then
Class 3), which is suitable for human interpretation and
evaluation. In addition, during the process of selecting
partitioning attribute, the algorithm works on an attribute (band)
at a time and do not need information from other attributes
(bands). Thus band values come from multi-date images do not
need rigid radiometric calibration before feeding to the decision
tree algorithm. This is a significant advantage of using the
algorithm for change detections that involve multi-date images
when calibration is difficult.

samples N

ξi

that

The Gain Ratio is defined as:

gain _ ratio =

is the label of the sample, the SVM algorithm

(4)

Substitute (4) for (3) we get the following quadratic
programming problem

max Q (α ) = −
α

where

N
1 N
α iα j y i y j K ( xi , x j ) + ∑ α i
∑
2 i , j =1
i =1

K ( xi , x j ) = φ ( xi ), φ ( x j )

(5)

is called the

kernel function. Solving this quadratic programming (QP)
problem subject to constrains in (4), a decision hyperplane in
the high dimensional space can be obtained and will be used in
the subsequent classifications.

is the i-th sample and
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The function Build_Tree (Fig. 3) recursively partitions
a data set into two and builds a decision tree by finding a
partition attribute and its partition value based on the
information gain and the gain ratio criteria as discussed
previously. There are several parameters used in function
Build_Tree. Min_obj1 specifies the number of samples to
determine whether the branches of a decision tree should stop or
continue partitioning. min_obj2 specifies the minimum number
of samples for a branch to be qualified as having high
classification accuracy. Min_accuracy specifies the percentage
of samples of the dominating classes. While the purposes of
setting min_obj1 and min_accuracy are clear, the purpose of
setting min_obj2 is to prevent generating small branches with
high classification accuracies in hope that the samples that fall
within the branches can be used to generate more meaningful
patterns in the subsequent SVM classifier.

2.3 The Hybrid Algorithm
The basic idea of the hybrid algorithm is to keep
classification branches of a resulting decision tree that have high
classification accuracy (corresponds to a significant decision
rule) while combining samples that are classified under
branches with low classification accuracy into a new training
dataset to use the SVM classifier. The modified decision tree
classifier is responsible for constructing significant and compact
decision rules for human interpretation and the SVM classifier is
responsible for training the samples that do not fit in the
decision rules of the resulting decision tree. By giving the illclassified samples in the decision tree classifier a new chance in
the SVM classifier, we expect the overall classification accuracy
to be higher than using the decision tree classifier alone. The
heuristics behind the expectation are as follows. In the decision
tree classifier, there are samples in a multi-class training data
set, although their patterns may be well perceived by human,
they are small in sizes and are often assigned to various
branches during the classification processes according to
information entropy gain or gain ratio criteria. At some
particular classification levels, the numbers of the samples may
be below predefined thresholds in decision tree branches to be
qualified as decision tree leaf nodes with high classification
accuracies, thus the splitting processes stop and they are treated
as noises. However, if we combine these samples into a new
dataset and train a SVM classifier, since the distribution of the
new dataset may be significantly different from the original one,
new meaningful patterns may be discovered by the SVM
classifier. The basic idea of the hybrid algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
We next present the hybrid algorithm as a set of
linked procedures. The overall control flow of the hybrid
algorithm is shown in Fig 2. The process of building the
modified decision tree classifier is shown in Fig. 3. The process
of classifying a sample by the hybrid algorithm is shown in Fig.
4. Since we use a regular SVM classifier, the procedures for
building a SVM classifier (Build_SVM) and classifying a
sample using the SVM classifier (SVM_Classify) are omitted.

Decision
Tree

Support
Vector
Machines

w

+1
Margin
-1

Ill-classified

Support Vectors

Fig. 1 Illustration of the Basic Idea of the Hybrid
Algorithm

Algorithm Hybrid (P, min_obj1, min_obj2, min_accuracy)
Inputs:
(1)A training sample dataset (P) with N samples, each sample has M attributes (number of bands of the multi-date images to
classify) and a class label
(2)Three thresholds for the modified decision tree algorithm: the number of samples to determine whether the branches of a DT
should stop or continue partitioning (min_obj1), the minimum number of samples in a branch (min_obj2), and the percentage of the
samples of classes in branches that can be considered as dominating (min_accuracy)
Output:
A hybrid classifier linking a decision tree classifier and a SVM classifier
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set dataset D=P, dataset D’={}
Call H.T=Build_Tree ( D, D’,min_obj1, min_obj2, min_accuracy)
Call H.V=Build_SVM(D’)
Return H

Fig. 2 Overall Control Flow of the Hybrid Algorithm
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Procedure Build_Tree (D, D’, min_obj1, min_obj2, min_accuracy)
Inputs:
D’: new data set combining ill-classified samples
D, min_obj1, min_obj2, min_accuracy: same as in function Hybrid in Fig. 2
Output: The modified decision tree
1. Let num_corr be the number of samples of the dominating class in D
2. if(|D|< min_obj1)
a. If (num_corr>|D|* min_accuracy) and |D|> min_obj2)
i. Mark this branch as high accuracy branch (no need for further partitioning) and assign the label of the dominating class
to the branch
ii. Return NULL
b. Else
i. Mark this branch as low accuracy branch with “use_svm”
ii. Merge D into D’
iii. Return NULL
3. else
a. if (num_corr>|D|* min_accuracy)
i. Mark this branch as high accuracy branch (no need for further partition) and assign the label of the dominating class to
the branch
ii. Return NULL
//begin binary partition
4. For each of the attributes of D, find partition value using entropy_gain or gain_ratio
5. Find the partition attribute and its partition value that has largest entropy_gain or gain_ratio
6. Divide D into two partitions according to the partition value of the attribute, D1 and D2
7. Allocate the tree structure to T
8. T.left_child= Build_Tree(D1, D’, min_obj1, min_obj2, min_accuracy)
9. T.right_child= Build_Tree(D2, D’, min_obj1, min_obj2, min_accuracy)
10. return T
Fig. 3 Procedure Build_Tree
analysis system for knowledge discovery and management in
environmental databases (Gibert et al 2006). We use WEKA to
provide input/output formatting and use its J48 implementation
of the C4.5 algorithm as a skeleton for implementing the DT
part of the HC-DT/SVM algorithm. LibSVM (Chang and Lin
2001) is a popular Java library for building SVM classifiers and
a wrapper called WLSVM (WEKA LibSVM) has been provided
to interface between LibSVM and WEKA (El-Manzalawy and
Honavar 2005).

If the min_accuracy value is set to a high percentage,
many branches in the corresponding decision trees will not be
able to be qualified as having high classification accuracy and
samples that fall within these branches will need to be fed to the
subsequent SVM classifier. On the other hand, using higher
min_accuracy values generates decision branches that are higher
in classification accuracies but smaller in numbers. For
min_obj1 and min_obj2, it is clear that min_obj1 needs to be
greater than min_obj2. The larger min_obj1, the earlier to check
whether to further partition a decision tree branch. Once the
number of samples is below min_obj1, the branch will be either
marked as having high classification accuracy or marked as
needing to be linked to the subsequent SVM classifier,
depending on min_accuracy and min_obj2. A larger min_obj1,
together with a higher min_accuracy makes the hybrid
algorithm find larger but fewer decision branches that are high
in classification accuracy (i.e., significant decision rules). The
parameter min_obj2 is more related to determining the
granularity of “noises” of the decision tree. A smaller min_obj2
means that fewer branches, the samples of which are almost of
the same class (>min_accuracy) but are small in sizes, will be
considered as unclassifiable in the decision tree classifier and
need to be sent to the SVM classifier.

While these open source packages provide building blocks
to implement HC-DT/SVM, the hybridization of the two
algorithms and providing an integrated implementation is nontrivial for three reasons. First, the J48 code in the WEKA needs
to be significantly revised to make it be aware of ill-classified
branches. Second, a controlling mechanism needs to be
implemented to gather training samples in the ill-classified
branches and send them to a SVM classifier. Finally, a new
classifier needs to be implemented to dispatch a testing sample
to either the modified DT classifier or the SVM classifier and
output the combined classification result.
We
follow
the
structure
of
the
weka.classifiers.trees.j48 package and modify the relevant
components to implement HC-DT/SVM. First, in addition to
NoSplit class that represents the leaf node in a constructed
decision tree, the NextSplit class represents the ill-classified tree
branches is added, both extend the ClassifierSplitModel class in
the J48 package. The C45ModelSelection module is extended to
handle the new category of decision tree nodes. The instances
of the NextSplit class always return -1 when a sample is being

3. Software Implementation
We implement HC-DT/SVM on top of two Java open
source data mining packages. The WEKA (Witten and Frank
1999) is a well-known general purpose data mining tool and has
been successfully used in GESCONDA - an intelligent data
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data managed by the commercial systems and feed the samples
to HC-DT/SVM. For example, the StarSpan package developed
at the Center for Spatial Technologies and Remote Sensing
(CSTARS) at University of California at Davis (Rueda et al
2005). Given a set of images and Regions of Interests (ROIs),
StarSpan can extract values and its label of pixels fall within the
ROIs and exported them in a variety of data formats which can
be further converted to the WEKA’s ARFF format.

classified and thus training samples fall under the ill-classified
decision tree branches can be gathered and sent to the linked
SVM classifier. Similarly, the DT part of the hybrid
classification algorithm returns -1 to indicate that a testing
sample falls under an ill-classified decision tree branch and
should use the linked SVM for final classification. Finally the
hybrid
classifier
implements
the
buildClassifier,
classifyInstance and distributionForInstance interface functions
required by a WEKA classifier so that it can be used the same as
other WEKA classifiers. By adding a simple component
(NextSplit), and slightly revising two existing components
(ClassifierSplitModel, C45ModelSelection), our implementation
of HC-DT/SVM maintains high compatibility with the J48
implementation of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm, which is
desirable with respect to minimizing development cost, easy
understanding and better usability.

4. Experiments
To validate the proposed hybrid algorithm, we use a
dataset consists of two Landsat TM scenes of southern China
acquired on 10 December 1988 (T1) and 03 March 1996 (T2).
Preprocessing including geometric and atmospheric corrections
of the dataset has been described elsewhere (Seto and Liu 2003).
A total of 12 bands, i.e., TM bands 1-5 and band 7 for the two
scenes, are used in the classification. Class labels and the
numbers of training and testing samples for the classes are listed
in Table 1. The six bands in the T1 image are numbered b0
through b5 and the six bands in the T2 image are numbered b7
through b11, respectively.

Procedure Hybrid_Classify(H, I)
Input:
•
A Hybrid Classifier
•
A sample I with M attributes
Output:
•
Class label of I
1. Set label= DT_classify(H.DT,I)
2. If label==”use_svm” return SVM_Classify(H.SVM,I)
3. Else Return label

4.1 Tests of Accuracies
We use the following parameters in the hybrid
classifier:
min_obj1=200,
min_obj2=100
and
min_accuracy=95%. For the SVM parameters used in the hybrid
classifier, we use a Radial Base Function (RBF) kernel and set
G=1 and C=39 after fine tuning. The default parameters in the
J48 decision tree implementation are used without fine tuning.
For fair comparison, we use the same fine-tuned SVM
parameters in the original SVM classifier for the hybrid
classifier. The overall accuracy of the hybrid classifier is
89.87%. The classification accuracies for the original decision
tree classifier and the SVM classifier are 81.25% and 90.31%,
respectively. The error matrices for the three classifiers are
listed in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. From the
results we can see that the hybrid classifier has much higher
accuracies than the classic DT classifier while slightly worse
than the SVM classifier.

Algorithm DT_Classify (T, I)
Input:
•
A decision tree resulting from the modified decision tree
classifier
•
An instance I with M attributes
Output:
•
Class label of I
1. If T is a leaf node
a. If T is marked as a high classification confidence node
i. Assign the class label of T to I
ii.
Return
b.
Else if T is marked as a low classification
confidence node
Return “use_svm”
2. Else
a. Let A be the partitioning attribute and V be the
partition value
b. If(I[A]<=V) then
Return DT_Classify (T.left_child, I)
c. Else
Return DT_Classify (T.right_child, I)

Table 1 Classes and the numbers of their training and
testing samples
Class ID
Class Description
# of
# of
Testing
Training
Samples
Samples
1
Water
250
59
2
Natural vegetation
568
154
3
Agriculture
962
246
4
Urban
682
154
5
Water to Urban
544
84
6
Agriculture
to
1059
180
Urban
7
Vegetation
to
775
259
Urban
Total
4840
1136

Fig. 4 Procedure Hybrid_Classify
We note that, while our implementation of HCDT/SVM currently takes samples in WEKA’s data format only
and cannot read data maintained by commercial remote sensing
data processing systems, it is possible to use third party open
source packages to generate training and testing samples from
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Table 2 Error Matrix of the Hybrid Classifier (Overall Accuracy= 89.88%, Kappa= 0.8784)
Σ
Reference Categories
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Water
58
0
1
0
0
0
0
59
Natural vegetation
0
148
6
0
0
0
0
154
Agriculture
0
31
199
1
0
12
3
246
Urban
0
0
7
139
0
8
0
154
Water to Urban
0
0
0
0
84
0
0
84
Agriculture to Urban
0
0
12
3
1
154
10
180
Vegetation to Urban
0
0
3
0
0
17
239
259
Total
1136
Table 3 Error Matrix of the Classic DT Classifier (Overall Accuracy=81.25%, Kappa=0.7750)
Σ
Reference Categories
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Water
46
0
13
0
0
0
0
59
Natural vegetation
0
146
8
0
0
0
0
154
Agriculture
1
26
188
9
0
15
7
246
Urban
0
0
6
134
0
8
6
154
Water to Urban
0
0
0
0
84
0
0
84
Agriculture to Urban
0
0
9
9
2
136
24
180
Vegetation to Urban
0
4
8
0
0
58
189
259
Total
1136

Water
Natural vegetation
Agriculture
Urban
Water to Urban
Agriculture to Urban
Vegetation to Urban
Total

Water
Natural vegetation
Agriculture
Urban
Water to Urban
Agriculture to Urban
Vegetation to Urban
Overall

Table 4 Error Matrix of the Classic SVM Classifier (Overall Accuracy =90.32%, Kappa=0.8838)
Total
Reference Categories
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
58
0
1
0
0
0
0
59
1
149
4
0
0
0
0
154
0
27
202
0
0
10
7
246
0
0
4
145
0
5
0
154
0
0
0
0
84
0
0
84
0
0
12
7
1
153
7
180
0
0
2
0
0
22
235
259
1136

UA
98.31%
96.10%
80.89%
90.26%
100.00%
85.56%
92.28%

UA
77.97%
94.81%
76.42%
87.01%
100.00%
75.56%
72.97%

UA
98.31%
96.75%
82.11%
94.16%
100.00%
85.00%
90.73%

Table 5 Accuracy Comparisons of the Hybrid, the Classic DT and the SVM Classifiers
Accuracies
Hybrid~DT Test
Hybrid~SVM Test
Hybrid
DT
SVM
Z-Score
Significance
Z-Score
Significance
Level
Level
98.31%
77.97%
98.31%
3.4162
P<0.001
/
/
96.10%
94.81%
96.75%
0.5471
-0.307
80.89%
76.42%
82.11%
1.2104
-0.3483
90.26%
87.01%
94.16%
0.8977
-1.2754
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
/
/
/
/
85.56%
75.56%
85.00%
2.397
P<0.01
0.1487
92.28%
72.97%
90.73%
5.7982
P<0.001
0.6304
89.88%
81.25%
90.32%
5.8499
P<0.001
-0.3512
classifier for the classes are also calculated and listed in Table 5.
For classifications using two classifiers and having the same
accuracies, it is not possible to calculate Z-statistics and the
correspondingly Z-scores and confidence levels are marked with
“/”. From the results it is clear that the hybrid classifier
outperforms the classic decision tree classifier for all classes

To further compare the classification accuracies at the
individual class level, the accuracies for the hybrid, classic DT
and SVM classifiers for each of the seven classes are listed in
Tables 2-4 as well. Z-statistics between the accuracies of the
hybrid classifier and the classic DT classifier and Z-statistics
between the accuracies of the hybrid classifier and the SVM
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training samples of the class (66.0%). The second rule, b4<=10
and b11>8 and b3<=17 Î Water to Urban generalizes 387 out of
the 544 training samples (69.3%) with six exceptions. The
exceptions are allowed because the min_accuracy is set to 95%
and there could be up to 5% exceptions. By comparing the two
rules, it is easy to derive the following interpretations. Class
Water has low values in both band 5 at time T1 image (b4) and
band 7 at time T2 image (b11). While class Water to Urban has
low values in band 5 at time T1 image (b4), it has high values in
band 7 at time T2 image (b11). The derived rules match domain
knowledge very well - urban samples (pixels) have higher values
than water samples. This can be further explained by the rule
derived from the very bottom branch of the decision tree in Fig. 5
related to class Urban: b4>10 and b8>40 and b2>51ÎUrban.
The rule generalizes 337 out of the 682 samples (49.4%) with just
five exceptions.

except Water to Urban where both classifiers achieve full (100%)
classification accuracies. More specifically, the hybrid classifier
outperforms the classic DT classifier for classes Agriculture to
Urban at p<0.01 significance level and Water and Vegetation to
Urban at p<0.001 significance level. Table 5 also shows that
while the SVM classifier achieves slightly better with respect to
the overall classification accuracy than the hybrid classifier, SVM
is not always better than the hybrid classifier at the class level. In
fact, the SVM classifier performs better only for four out of the
seven classes and none of them are statistically significant at the
significance level p<0.1.

4.2 Test of Interpretability
While the hybrid classifier achieves much higher
classification accuracies than the classic DT classifier and
comparable classification accuracies to the SVM classifier, the
most significant advantage of the hybrid classifier is its capability
to generate concise and human interpretable decision rules.
Among the 4840 training samples, the hybrid classifier
generalizes 2141 samples and creates a compact decision tree
(Fig. 5). The resulting decision tree has eight leaves which can be
easily translated into decision rules. In contrast, the decision tree
resulting from the original decision classifier has 214 leaves and
is too big to fit in a page for presentation. In addition, we find that
the significant decision rules resulting from the classic DT
classifier are mixed with insignificant decision rules and it is hard
for users to interpret. Thus the hybrid classifier has the capacity to
leverage the most significant decision rules with high
classification accuracies and present them to users for immediate
validations.

Similarly, the following five rules can be derived for the
rest four classes:
1)
B4>10 and b8<=40 and b0<=66 and
b7<=29ÎNatural Vegetation. The rule generalizes 342 out of the
568 samples (60.2%) with 9 exceptions.
2)
B4>10 and b8<=40 and b0>66 and b6>68 and
b5<=17ÎAgriculture. The rule generalizes 342 out of the 962
samples (40.2%) with 14 exceptions
3)
B4>10 and b8<=40 and b0>66 and b6>68 and
b5>17 and b9>38ÎAgriculture. The rule generalizes 222 out of
the 962 samples (23.1%) with 9 exceptions
4)
B4>10 and b8>40 and b2<=51 and b3>36 and
b7>38 and b1<=30 and b1<=28 and b5<=18Î Vegetation to
Urban. The rule generalizes 185 out of the 775 samples (23.9%)
with 5 exceptions.
5)
B4>10 and b8>40 and b2<=51 and b3>36 and
b7>38 and b1>30 and b3<=40Î Agriculture to Urban. The rule
generalizes 116 out of the 1059 samples (11.0%) with 1
exception.
Rule 2 and rule 3 are related to the same class
(Agriculture). If we group the two rules then 564 out of the 962
samples (58.6%) can be generalized with 23 exceptions. The two
rules for the Agriculture class are pretty similar and fall in the
same decision tree branch (B4>10 and b8<=40 and b0>66). The
breaching point for class Agriculture and class Natural Vegetation
is b0=66 which indicates that natural vegetation has lower pixel
values than agriculture at band 1 in time T1 image (b0).
Compared with the rules of the other five classes, rules
representing the two change classes Vegetation to Urban and
Agriculture to Urban (Rule 4 and Rule 5) are less well
represented since lower percentages of the samples of the classes
can be generalized by the rules. This might indicate that these two
classes are more complex and their sample values may not fit
linear classifiers (such as decision tree) very well. Similar to
characterizing the differences between class Water and class
Water to Urban (and class Natural Vegetation and class
Agriculture as well), from the resulting decision tree it is clear
that, the difference between the samples that are generalized by
Rule 4 (Vegetation to Urban) and Rule 5 (Agriculture to Urban)
is that Vegetation to Urban has smaller values at band 2 of time 1
image (b1) than these of class Agriculture to Urban. The
breaching point is b1=30. However, since the samples generalized
by the two decision rules are only a fraction of the total samples

b4 <= 10
| b11 <= 8
| | b9 <= 12: Water (165.0)
| b11 > 8
| | b3 <= 17: Water to Urban (387.0/6.0)
b4 > 10
| b8 <= 40
| | b0 <= 66
| | | b7 <= 29: Natural vegetation (342.0/9.0)
| | b0 > 66
| | | b6 > 68
| | | | b5 <= 17: Agriculture (387.0/14.0)
| | | | b5 > 17
| | | | | b9 > 38: Agriculture (222.0/9.0)
| b8 > 40
| | b2 <= 51
| | | b3 > 36
| | | | b7 > 38
| | | | | b1 <= 30
| | | | | | b10 > 111
| | | | | | | b1 <= 28
| | | | | | | | b5 <= 18: Vegetation to Urban (185.0/5.0)
| | | | | b1 > 30
| | | | | | b3 <= 43
| | | | | | | b3 <= 40: Agriculture to Urban (116.0/1.0)
| | b2 > 51: Urban (337.0/5.0)

Fig. 5 The Resulting Compact Decision Tree
The resulting compact decision tree from the hybrid
classifier is quite meaningful. The first decision rule, b4<=10 and
b11<=8 and b9<=12ÎWater generalizes 165 out of the 250
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of the two classes, cautions are needed to validate this
interpretation.
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ABSTRACT

Keywords

This paper highlights the diversity of spatial data of rural and
urban properties, constantly generated by different public
institutions, as well as the existing problems of exchange of
information among them. Firstly, this work describes the results
obtained in the study and development of an agile flexible method
to offer support construction, implementation and accompaniment
activities of free geo-solutions for the web, aiming at a growing
community of users and developers who manipulate geographic
data. Next, the development of the OpenICGFw (Integration for
Collaborative Geospatial Framework for the Web) that seeks,
through a single environment to assist in the integration and
collaboration among different sources of spatial data in synchrony
with the efforts and specifications of OGC and W3C. To do this,
the evaluation study for the construction of the framework is
presented where it was possible to apply MCDA-C (Multi Criteria
Decision Aiding – Constructivist) in the identification of the
fundamental and elementary aspects for the construction of the
framework. Details are presented by means of a case study that
illustrates data exported from different geospatial information
systems requiring the integration of census, environmental, urban
and rural information over the internet. During the discussion the
results obtained using this framework are presented, providing,
through web mapping applications, the implementation of
collaborative strategies seeking the integration of bases distributed
for the use of spatial data mining techniques.

Framework; Collaboration; Spatial Data Mining; Development of
Free Software.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the expansion of computer networks and the growing use of
geo-processing technologies as a tool for decision making in
several areas, a strong involvement has been seen from public
institutions in the processes of spatial analysis. However, the lack
of tools which facilitate integration and interoperability between
different sources of geographic data has hindered these processes,
along with the infrequent use and implementation of existing
software due to lack of resources that normally affect public and
private sectors [1]. Associated with this, is the access to
geographic data via the Internet and all problems relating to its
exchange due to the particular nature of each set of data and their
definition.
To this end, some challenges are cited in [2], such as the
complexity and lack of data standards, such as the interoperability
between spatial data, and especially the lack of common
conceptual models presenting problems in data exchange between
distinct geographic information systems (GIS). Focusing on this
some research has presented experiments to minimize or
overcome the problems, as reported in [2], [3] and [4]. In
heterogeneous system environments, data conversion represents a
cost of between 60% and 80% of the total cost of implantation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

From this point of departure, a method involving agile flexible
aspects for assisting elaboration, development, construction,
implementation, and also monitoring activities, for free geosolutions for the web is presented in this paper. For definition of
this method concepts of the MCDA-C (Multicriteria Decision Aid
- Constructivist), proposed in [5], have been used enabling the
assessment of resources available in the main free softwares
adopted in geographic information systems, as well as
implementation of new features (Section 1.1).

D.2.6 [Software]: Programming Environments - Integrated
environments; H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database
Applications - data mining, scientific databases, spatial
databases and GIS; H.3.5 [Information Systems]: Online
Information Services: data sharing.

General Terms
Interoperability, Collaboration and Spatial Data Mining.

For this, a flexible model of development is necessary in order to
address issues related to the constants collected for variable
requirements [6], in addition to specifications for data patterns
and techniques commonly used.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

The collaborative development of open source software is a very
attractive alternative [7], on the other hand, it also arouses some
uncertainty on the part of institutions. However, it could
significantly assist the institutions in the acquisition of
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From this starting point, construction work on the free software
called OpenICGFw (Open Integration Collaborative Geospatial
Framework for the Web) began. This has been developed using
the MVC standard (Model View Controller) [15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20 and 21] for operation in the web environment. This facilitates
the inclusion of new concepts for the production of webmapping
systems, including MVCS (Model, View, Controller and
Services) which are also presented in [22].

technologies such as the elaboration of successful projects by
well-organized communities.
The primary motivation for this work arises because of the lack of
integration of data between computer systems in public
institutions. The latter generating poor information and the
resulting clash of interests in providing services to society.
Nevertheless, this paper offers two contributions aiming to
overcome these deficiencies. Firstly the requirements for
preparing the OpenICGFw are assessed using MCDA-C.
Subsequently, the OpenICGFw addressing the stages of
development (section 3) is presented and its applicability
examined as a case study (section 4).

In [23] a framework aggregates common functionality across
multiple applications and makes them available in structures that
aim to be easy to handle and understand. For this purpose surveys
were also carried out on the development of frameworks
commonly used by the free software community, seeking to
provide an investigation of points already established, aiding in
the analysis and formulation of key aspects for modeling a new
environment.

1.1 Structuring Problems for Multicriteria
Decision Analysis (MCDA-C)
Initially in [8] the process of decision support is an open system
with specific components, such as actors, values, goals, actions
and features. The support decision process could then be seen as
an interactive process with the problem of poor-structure, where
the elements and their relationships emerge somewhat chaotically.

Moreover, such aspects should be thoroughly investigated and
pre-selected aiming at the reuse of existing functions and made
freely available for use, alteration and adaptation, varying
according to the individual needs of each project. Each framework
above has many advantages that can be used, and the following
topics present the process of developing the strategic model of
collaboration as well as the initial steps for constructing a
webmapping framework to manipulate and analyze spatial data
via the Internet network. Structuration of the Requirements for the
Development of the OpenICGFw Framework Collaborative, are
divided in two aspects, the Fundamental and the Elementary.

Also in [5] the structuration of the decision support process aims
at building a structure acceptable to the actors modeling a
preexisting reality. This is the most important phase of MCDA-C,
as it provides learning, clarity and representation by defining and
constructing a model that will serve as a common base, where the
values of the actors involved can be validated. The purpose of
structuration is to develop a set of tools that enable decision
makers to better understand the problem.

Fundamental point of view: Aspect of Infrastructure (Physical and
Logical Structure); Aspect of Interoperability (Exchange, Catalog
of Structures, Analyses); Aspect of Collaboration; Aspect
Organizational (Administration).

That is to say, the existence of an unsatisfactory factor, a
proponent, the importance of which warrants the effort to resolve
the problem and finally that it is actually possible to resolve [5].
In order to define the dimensions to be worked on for the
construction of a strategic model, each elementary point of view
(EPV) is initially introduced; they represent a set of minimum
requirements for the structuration and functioning of the method.

Elementary point of view: Computer (Hardware); Internet,
intranet or Extranet Networks; Operational System; Development
Language; DBMS – Database Management Systems; Navigation
Interface; OGC Standardization; ISO Standardization; External
Libraries (GDAL and TerraLib); Data Types Vector (DGN, DXF,
DWG, SHP), Raster (TIF, GeoTIFF, JPG, PNG, GIF) Definition
(GeoBR, XML/GML); Metadata; Queries Processing; Statistics;
Data Mining.

From the results obtained from the structuration of the method, in
line with the proposals from the Georeferencing Theme Group Electronic Government [9], within the National Spatial Data
Infrastructure (INDE) [10] and also with the specifications of
standardization of spatial data proposed by the OGC [11], it was
possible to support the development of FVPs (Fundamental
Points of View) and (Elementary Points of View). This facilitates
the understanding of the requirements and prioritizing the
development of a strategic environment for integration and
collaboration.

2. ARCHITECTURE CONSTRUCTING
THE OPENICGFW
According to [24] the need for decentralization to manage
geographic information systems is increasingly driving the
community that develops these systems for desktops [25] to make
architectures more flexible for distribution on the Internet network
[26].

1.2 Defining Standards for the Method of
Development

Unlike other types of information services, this requires specific
software environments [27] which enable closer contact between
institutions through dynamic communication mechanisms.

After the structuration of the problems, they are associated to the
method of developing specific criteria to guide the
implementation of the method. Many of these criteria are drawn
from other disciplines, such as object orientation [12 and 13] and
web engineering [14]. Other features are simplified and adapted to
the process of developing software proposed in [6] in an agile and
flexible manner.

For better understanding, we present the main frameworks used in
the development of free applications for the web which primarily
adopt PHP. Among them are cited: CakePHP (MIT), CodeIgniter
(GNU-GPL v.2), Drupal (GNU-GPL), Joomla (GNU-GPL),
Miolo (CC-GNU GPL), Symfony (MIT), Zend Framework (BSD)
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and Zoop Framewok (ZPL). Also specific frameworks for the
treatment and provision of spatial data, developed in different
languages such as geodjango (BSD), Mapstraction (BSD),
OpenGTS (Apache v.2) and OpenStreetMap (GNU-GPL).

required to solve common problems, as well as support for a
particular individual positioning.
It can be observed that this technological strategy responds to
long-term issues and that the technology is treated very broadly,
i.e. involves issues related to (technical and organizational)
products and processes. To develop the method nine stages were
elaborated, only the first two stages are contextualized in this
paper, with the main objective of initially assisting in the planning
and development of new free frameworks as shown in Figure 1.

According to [26 and 28] to classify the operational relations
between client, server, geographic objects and operations among
GISs requires detailing via metadata, enabling communication
between different services delivered.
To do so, adopting a work strategy through a single environment
provides collaboration aimed at defining a set of functions

Figure 1: Architecture of the method for construction of the OpenICGFw.
Compatibility with Hardware (Hard); D2-Compatibility with the
Internet, Intranet and Extranet Networks (Network); D3Portability between Operating Systems (OS); D4-Programming
Language Adopted (LP); D5-Database Management System
(DBMS); D6-Navigation Interface (Nav); D7-Implementing OGC
Standard (OGC); D8-Implementing ISO Standard (ISO); D9Incorporating libraries external to the framework (Bibl); D10Exchange of geospatial data (Inter); D11-Catalogue of Structures
- Metadata (Metad); D12-Process Ontology (Ontol); D13Enabling integration and the relationship between data (Norm);
D14-Providing elaboration and processing of queries (Con); D15Providing mechanisms for statistical analyses (Stat); D16Providing Data Mining (DM ); D17-Collaboration (Colab) and
D18-Organization (Orga).

3. DETAILS OF THE PHASES OF
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPENICGFW
This method is divided into three major phases, which first
address the key steps including (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th) established
for the process of elaboration. While the second phase deals with
the applications (in the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th stages). Finally the
third phase deals exclusively with the mechanism of assessment
potential (Stage 9) of the framework. In the first phase, after the
construction of the descriptors with their respective values, a
comparison is carried out which aims at assessing the main
features and functionalities of the softwares in order to identify
the profile of each object of investigation
This provides the generation of a profile of impact. For
illustration, four softwares are assessed, chosen by means of user
surveys as follows: SpringWeb (http://www.inpe.br), AlovMap
(http://alov.org/), CartoWeb (http://cartoweb.org/), I3GEO
(http://mapas.mma.gov.br/)
and
Mapstraction
(http://mapstraction.com/).

fx = Frequency X i = 1,2,…n
fy = Frequency Y i = 1,2,…n
fz = Frequency Z i = 1,2,…n

3.1 Descriptors – First-Stage
The construction of descriptors to specifically aid in the
identification of an individualized profile of existing technologies
(softwares) was carried out together with users and decision
makers aiming at exactly complying with each elementary point.
With this it was possible to select 18 descriptors, resulting in: D1-

Equivalence Factor (a) = 5 “Excellency”
Equivalence Factor (b) = 3 “Stable”
Equivalence Factor (c) = 2 “Compromising”
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3.2 Assessment of Impact Profile - Second
Stage

3.3 Elaboration of the Core of the Framework
- Fourth Stage

In the second stage a profile of widespread impact, was noted i.e.
the profile that presents a balance between all softwares submitted
to the assessment process. The union of essential elements was
also obtained, such as the indicators (EVPs), to stipulate the main
objectives and priorities in the formulation and development of
activities to construct a new framework.

In this stage the codification of the OpenICGFw (Integration for
Collaborative Geospatial Framework for the Web) is performed,
taking into account the earlier discussions and the primary
requirements obtained for the principal core of the respective
framework. The language was chosen for two reasons: the first in
compliance with policies, premises and technical specifications
defined by Standards of Interoperability for Electronic
Government [9] - e-PING, proposed by the Brazilian Government
through laws and decrees, the other reason relates to the
expressive community of users distributed around the world who
use and assist in support for maintaining a stable technology.

Using Figure 2, a comparison is done between the average profile
(m) of the impact of all assessments performed in the first stage,
as well as the representation of the best profile with the highest
score and also the representation of the status “quo” to
be achieved. From these descriptors individual analyses of the
architecture and the resources available were carried out for each
software.

For better management of the framework the structuration of a
main archive was undertaken featuring a fixed base for storing
relational data, enabling the parameterization of functionalities for
personalizing the environment. Initially, the archive was also
designed aiming at centralizing specific data from processes that
are run directly on the framework.

These analyses enabled the completion of mapping of determining
features, enabling the identification of the current profile for each
software in relation to levels of Excellency (green), Stability
(blue) or Compromising (yellow).

The archive database has been made compatible between two
different DBMSs available under the GNU-GPL license,
PostgreSQL 8.3, and also for MySQL 5.0. This is necessary due
to several features already implemented in both of the DBMSs
and principally due to the automated resources for handling
geographic data [33]. The possibility of developing applications
in three layers (client, server and database), enabled the
emergence of various Webmapping systems [34] presenting
important components for their use by public institutions.
For documentation of the architecture of the project numerous
documentations have been prepared by means of artifacts
containing specifications from (Unified Modeling Language) [35]
UML 2.0.

Figure 2: Analysis of each Profile in relation to the Status
" Quo " required.

3.4 Applied Modularization - Advanced Stages

From the intersection of each profile, it was possible to detect
which basic points should be prioritized in the execution of
activities in the construction of the framework. According to the
values extracted at the intersection of each profile we applied the
same calculation formula used for ranking the software analyzed
in the first stage, and it was possible to visualize the new values
and quantify the gains for each improvement, implemented in the
construction of the framework. In Table 1 comes the distribution
of the respective values for obtaining the final punctuation of each
profile.

The modularization has been idealized to provide, through the
framework, the integration of basic and also advanced resources.
In the fifth stage it contains the development of the statistical
module for consultation.

Table 1: Assessment for the final ranking

Finally, in the ninth and final stage the module to manage the
processes run was implemented with the framework, as well as a
panel for its administration.

The sixth stage brings the implementation of the data mining
module for the extraction of rules in pursuit of knowledge hitherto
unobserved. In the seventh stage, the development module
assisted in creating new resources through the implementation of
scripts. In the eighth stage it was possible to program the module
for viewing the results through text, tables and cartograms.

4. APPLICATION OF THE OPENICGFW –
A CASE STUDY

EX (Excellency), ST (Stability), CO (Compromising) and PU**
(score obtained after applying the formula to determine the final
ranking).

The case study presents the experiments performed to demonstrate
the implementation of all processes for handling data from the
framework, using spatial data covering mainly the region of the
city of Itajaí, in the state of Santa Catarina - Brazil as illustrated in
Figure 3.
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With all this data the objective is the implementation of the
framework to discover knowledge not previously addressed by the
institutions regarding the overlap of this information as shown in
Figure 4. After identifying the area to be used for implementing
the case study, it was necessary to get every detail about the
source of the collected data, or metadata, as it is extremely
important for proper processing. After the registration of
institutions and also the proper cataloging of spatial and non
spatial data for the sequence of the experiment it was necessary to
transform some data into a specific notation, enabling its
suitability and standardization for interpretation using the
framework.
The next sections bring details of the activities that address the
bringing together of geographic data with interoperability,
addressing topics that seek to reduce the gap between the projects
developed in distinct standards.
Figure 3: Identification of the area and territorial dimension.
The data has been obtained from distinct sources and is
periodically subject to updates of information, the IBGE
(Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics) [36] with the
census data freely available in “.SHP” format, the Local
Government of Itajaí [37] has data obtained from the CTU
(Urban Technical Registration), offering them partially, Epagri
(Agricultural Research and Rural Extension of Santa Catarina)
[38] with partial data on mapping of rural areas, for example
topography, hydrography, elevation, and others.

4.1 Promoting Interoperability
Geographical Data

Between

To promote the integration of data through the OpenICGFw some
situations are initially restricted, this article specifies a simple way
to integrate information as in [41 and 42] to generate updated
knowledge for collaboration, planning and coordination of actions
among public and also private institutions.
But, at present some challenges are still being faced, such as data
stored in workstations and not on a specific server; essential data
and products non-catalogued; also the lack of physical and
technological infrastructure limiting the storage of large amounts
of data.

Through the INPE (National Institute for Space Research) [39]
with satellite images collected for monitoring natural phenomena
and their temporality, and the MMA (Environment Ministry) [40]
and environmental data.

This requires cataloging and constant updating that promotes the
identification of all the body of local and distributed data,
producing metadata for digital archives. The experiment with the
implementation of GeoNetwork is cited in [43], as a free solution
and open source for managing this data, combined with new
parameters and functionalities. This enables handling of this data
for knowledge discovery by means of cataloging data, such as the
monitoring of territorial divisions, environmental data, social
inclusion and also regional sustainable development.
An architecture composed of several procedures has been adopted
that makes this possible from its authorization to the
transformation of specific data for its final visualization. After
authorization, for the transfer to the server (optional), and
identifying the processing of input data, metadata is needed to
better specify the features of one or more sets of data in addition
to its storage, either local or remote.
From that diagnosis it is possible to proceed with the running of
the other procedures in addition to new modules as shown in
Figure 5.
One of the important differentials of this work is the module for
the exchange of geographic data, which aims to provide access to
these resources through a web interface in a simplified form for
the user.
For this, knowing in advance the source of the data, by means of
its metadata, facilitates the identification and exchange of

Figure 4: Proposed Architecture for computational processing.
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previously known structures, significantly reducing the loss of any
original features.

4.2 Notation adopted for Data Transformation
in standard XML / GML

In particular some ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) solutions for
the exchange of data were assessed as follows: SAP, Business
Objects, Oracle Data Integrator, Apatar, and for migration SAXES.

To convert the data, one solution explored refers to the copy of
the original data for transformation generating a new set of data to
enable the running of complex computational processes,
presenting a specific notation in accordance with OGC [11] and
W3C [44], achieving its implementation due to the need for
automation of parallel processes, specifically for different
purposes. Having seen many changes and adjustments of the same
data set, to generate new datasets, then submitted to different data
mining algorithms by means of the framework proposed.

All solutions showed strong positive features to their adhesion.
But, for the OpenICGFw there arises the need for as yet inexistent
resources not yet designed for the parameterization of these
processes.

Figure 5: Architecture adopted to promote the interoperability of geographic data in the framework.
Adapted from [3] Macário et. al. (2009) and [4] Pastorello et. al. (2009).
Regarding the storage of all data transmitted to a central archive,
originally conceived by a freeNAS server (Network-Attached
Storage) [45], as the best alternative because it is free software
and especially for its connectivity through various communication
protocols such as Samba, FTP, NFS and others.

syntactic analyzer called Parser, responsible for reading and
writing files with the XML/GML coding. This enabled it (Parser)
to transform the data ready for handling in the following
processes.

Nevertheless, throughout this work and while running tests a
surprising growth in processes concerning the handling of large
volumes of data was detected, leading quickly to a limited
capacity of the physical and logical structure. Therefore,
consumption and handling of resources was restricted during the
case study. This fact has triggered new thinking about other
alternatives for working with distributed and also centralized data,
leaving these assessments for future discussions on a better
implementation and operation.

To promote the exchange of data, libraries available from the
TerraLib project [39] were incorporated into the framework
enabling the integration of specific resources for interoperability
with products offered by the Brazilian National Institute for Space
Research - INPE.

4.3 Exchange of Spatial Data

Already established free software was also incorporated, among
them the GDAL (Geospatial Data Abstraction Library) project
[46] due to various features being compatible with the framework.
Through the GDAL/OGR (Simple Feature Library) project the
exchange of raster and vector data was possible through the
processes established to run the framework. Another important
feature for using the GDAL refers to the large number of
combinations that can be performed in the process of exchanging
data.

With the completion of the third, fourth and fifth process,
illustrated in Figure 6, the result of the notation adopted for
conversion of a project, identifying this notation via its ID, where
the necessary metadata for cataloging in the base data framework
is also collected. Among the main attributes we can refer to
ID_Project, Project_Name, Format_Origin, Elaboration; these
attributes are fundamental for the entire data conversion to be
done well and properly screened later and vice versa. To
accomplish the implementation of this notation in the framework,
we designed a program in C++, containing specific features of a

Especially for the matrix data it was possible to reach a larger
number of situations in the process of importing and transforming
to different formats, enabling the conversion between 50 different
formats (50x50) giving rise to 2500 possible combinations,
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another characteristic refers to 38 possible conversions for the
creation and geo-referencing of data (38x38) allowing 1.444
different combinations. Originally both libraries require handling
using command lines, although the sequence of these commands
presents a specific syntax, a graphic interface has been made
available for the data exchange module in the framework,
adopting the MVC (Model View Controller) standard for the web.

important means of communication and learning, and facilitates
the integration [47] and cataloging of geographic data between
different computer applications. Experiments were performed
using the techniques of Association, Classification and Grouping
[31].
Also with the implementation of data mining, this framework
seeks to expand the resources and assist in more complex
analytical formulation of higher complexity in large spatial
databases, as in the research in [48] and [49].

This facilitates the running of processes for the conversion of the
data with a friendly personalized interface for user navigation and
especially to assist in the passage of parameters through the
proposed framework. Specifically for the case study, the
acquisition of the data submitted through the framework, it was
possible to individually monitor each set. IBGE providing a
volume of 551 megabytes (Mb) of data, 73 Mb from Epagri, 700
Mb from INPE, 60 Mb from the Local Government and 1.2
Gigabytes of data from the Ministry for the Environment.
Featuring a total of 1.3 Gigabytes of data for the experiment
distributed among the four sources selected for the experiment.

4.5 Implementing Data Mining
Using these techniques it was possible to generate rules and
compose cartograms through automatic and semiautomatic
computational methods. Initially, after the conversion of data as
illustrated in (Section 4.2), for each mining technique the data set
to be processed was standardized, this being necessary to go
through the stages of selection, cleaning and making data
appropriate for the classification process and the setting up of the
decision tree.

4.4 Promoting Collaboration in the Search for
Information

Although for the technique of classification changes were made to
the source code of the algorithm (C 4.5) and proposed in [50],
adapting its implementation to run directly on the web browser to
individually assess each rule found, significantly increasing the
number of queries to understand situations that have previously
gone undetected by other methods of data analysis. This has made
it possible to assess and perfect the implementation of other
algorithms, among them are those presented in [32] Apriori for
association and k-means for clusters, as well as techniques for the
investigation of spatial data for the web.

For the flow of information, collaboration is detected as one of the
important steps to minimize the lack of communication. But it is
also important to note that cooperation takes place in different
situations, only when it is possible to get all of the steps done,
regardless of which information system is used.
For this, it is not enough just to be informed of the existence of
certain (given) content, if it is not coordinated with its
distribution. Only after the distribution and free access to (data)
content, is collaboration made possible and consequently dynamic
cooperation actually take place between the users as shown in
Figure 6. The information flow for the proposed framework and
the collaboration itself occurs with the participation of different
users through a unique environment.

This experiment enabled the reduction of the existing complexity
in the implantation of these processes of analysis. Figure 7
presents the scheme developed for the experiment with the C 4.5
algorithm. In this research adaptations were made to the original
code to run on the Apache web server platform (http://www.apache.org). After the assessment of the data
obtained from the application of the C 4.5 algorithm it was
possible to get satisfactory results which were also very
significant for new experiments, especially aimed at large volumes
of data.

Figure 7: Assessment of the rules individualized through maps
(cartograms).

Figure 6: Intensity of information flow among users of the
framework.

A database with 49,325 tuplas was used, and after processing the
algorithm it was possible to generate the decision tree. Apart from
this, the processing of the algorithm enabled numerous

Therefore, to strengthen collaboration between different users and
especially among public institutions, this initiative becomes an
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mathematical classifications which are very difficult to be done
and visualized manually by users. This is an essential requirement
for improving the performance and the existence of ever more
robust hardware computational resources. Also the reading itself
of the decision tree presents a difficult interpretation of
information, because, to facilitate understanding of the
OpenICGFw, the rules are transformed into cartograms by means
of queries using visual resources e contributing in the
implementation of a webmapping application [34].

4.6 Processing and Visualizing the Information

For this, in the OpenICGFw resources have been developed that
allow the passage of parameters for processing in different data
sources, the input of key parameters being solicited, specifically
with respect to the origin of the sources for the preparation of data
to be submitted to the search, parameters are also solicited to
identify which algorithm should be adopted for the task of data
mining, as well as the parameters that allow the customizing of
the interface, adjusting the output for viewing. Before viewing the
results, several processes are triggered after the execution of the
query from the data archive of the framework. The transformation
of different data occurs in parallel as in stage 6 and 7 (Figure 5)
presented earlier.

The advantage of using a mechanism to integrate different sources
of data, without any doubt it significantly reduces time destined
for its users for elaboration and execution of research in search of
precise information. However, on the other hand this integration
requires exertion and organization which facilitate the
dissemination of large volumes of data taking into consideration
good practice in its use.

Illustrated in Figure 8 is the processing of a query using the
OpenICGFw, extending the process to other sources and returning
the existing projects that cover the spatial dimension solicited and
with different data formats, with extensions such as: .shp, .pdf,
.tiff and .dwg. To better represent the output of all processes it is
presented on screen in spatial format, making the process of
exchange transparent between different projects for the end user.

Figure 8: Screen of visualization after execution of the parameters.
Nevertheless, the possibility of identifying clusters that can
contain and provide information about a region, mainly aims at
assisting the reuse of existing projects, reducing costs related to
data collection and development of new collaborative
development.

discussions. With the development of the geospatial strategic
model of collaboration, the framework seeks to understand the
different activities related to developing Webmapping (open
source) solutions as well as understand the resources available in
this software, enabling the reuse of existing functionalities. In
addition, this paper mainly presents the initial stages of data
collecting and planning of essential requirements for the
construction of the development model of the framework
proposed. Also with the study of assessment for the construction
of the framework, it was possible to apply the Multicriteria Aid
Decision Constructivist to identify the key elements that assist in
the construction of the prototype.

5. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Given the structure of the fundamental points of view as well as
the elementary ones, a need has been detected for regular
monitoring by assessment of the tree with the profile of the impact
of actions during the development process and throughout the life
cycle of the software.

This work also aims at detecting the evolutionary technological
perspectives with the modernization and advancement and
resources commonly used by public institutions in the treatment

Regarding the interoperability of geographic data, some research
presents conceptual schemes and standardization for the
exchange. This leaves the development cycle out of the
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Causes. Doctoral Thesis. Southern Illinois University
Carbondale. Available in:
http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/dissertations/2/ Accessed in: Apr.
2010.

of geographic data, providing new expectations and job
opportunities. Thus, it seeks to contribute to the technological
advance to intensify the use of free standards and technologies.
With the development of a framework for free software, specific
to the collaboration of spatial data it is intended to increase the
involvement of a significant number of professionals in the
adhesion of the free geo-technologies and consequently in the
development of new functionalities for the framework. In addition
to enabling new users to truly engage with the needs of
institutions that devote a good part of their time in developing
existing mechanisms or try to understand the code written by
other developers.

[8] Bana E Costa, C.A. 1993. (in Portuguese). Processo de apoio à
decisão: actores e acções; estruturação e avaliação. Publicação
CESUR, Volume 618 (31).
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By enabling the development of new mechanisms for
collaboration and analysis of geographic data through the
OpenICGFw framework it seeks to develop new research
considering the spatial data mining allied the different variables
involved in the most diverse segments of society, enabling,
through this work, the origin of new collaborative projects that
assist learning and knowledge application in managing spatial
data for a group of actions.
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metadata to structure and access information, but also as the
actual content resource. Overall, the most significant advantages
of geospatial data are its (i) unambiguous nature, i.e., categories
and keywords are up for interpretation, a geographic coordinate
is not, and (ii) the simplicity of the matching interface, i.e.,
maps.

ABSTRACT
The need to collect vast amounts of geospatial data is driven by
the emergence of geo-enabled Web applications and the
suitability of geospatial data in general to organize information.
Given that geospatial data collection and aggregation is a
resource intensive task typically left to professionals, we, in this
work, advocate the use of information extraction (IE) techniques
to derive meaningful geospatial data from plain texts. Initially
focusing on travel information, the extracted data can be
visualized as routes derived from narratives. As a side effect, the
processed text is annotated by this route, which can be seen as an
improved geocoding effort. Experimentation shows the adequacy
and accuracy of the proposed approach by comparing extracted
routes to respective map data.

To “geo enable” the Web, two major issues need to be addressed.
One, content needs to be related to geographic co-ordinates, i.e.,
geocoded. Second, sufficient amounts of geospatial data need to
be available, e.g., (road) networks, address information, POIs,
routes, etc. Geocoding has been exhaustively addressed not only
in literature but also by a series of products (cf. Google Maps
API [11]), all sharing the basic approach of comparing text
strings to gazetteer entries that are linked to coordinates. A
different issue is the availability of sufficient geospatial data sets
for any types of application. Here, with the proliferation of the
Internet as the primary medium for data publishing and
information exchange, we have seen an explosion in the amount
of online content available on the Web. Thus, in addition to
professionally-produced material being offered free on the
Internet, the public has also been allowed, indeed encouraged,
making its content available online to everyone by means of usercontributed content. The aim is to harness the ability humans
have to massively collect and share knowledge with the ultimate
goal of digitizing the world (from a geospatial point of view). As
early maps were traces of people’s movements in the world, i.e.,
view representations of people’s experiences, digitizing the
world in this context relates to collecting pieces of knowledge
gained by a human individual tied not only to space and time, but
also to her context, personal cognition, and experience. Through
intentional (e.g., narratives, geo-wikis, geocoding photos) or
unintentional effort (e.g., routes from their daily commutes),
simple users create vast amounts of data concerning the real
world that contain significant amounts of information. The
ambitious aim in such a crowdsourcing effort will be however to
go beyond purposefully contributed data and to include any type
of available content such as existing Web pages in the data
collection effort. This potentially vast amount of data will lead to
a digitized world beyond mere collections of co-ordinates and
maps.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL]:
Content Analysis and Indexing - Indexing methods, Linguistic
processing

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
user contributed geospatial data, data extraction, information
extraction, geospatial data, natural language processing

1. INTRODUCTION
Geographic information, be it maps or 3D virtual worlds, are
believed to be the future way for people to socialize, shop, and
share information. In the foreseeable future, the map will become
the interface of choice for the Internet [23]. In an increasing
number of (Web) applications space is however not only used as
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
ACM SIGSPATIAL DMG Workshop, Nov 2, San Jose, CA, U.S.A.
Copyright 2010 ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-0430-6/10/11...$10.00."

Of importance to both, the geocoding and the crowdsourcing
approach, is an understanding of textual content with respect to
the geospatial data that it contains. To this respect, this work
proposes an Information Extraction (IE) approach based natural
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language processing (NLP) techniques towards the
understanding, detection and extraction of geospatial data
nuggets from texts. Using text engineering methods, we propose
for the context of travel information a (extendable) set of rules
that allows us to detect travel information in written texts. This
rule base can be extended; however, our experimentation showed
that after considering a certain number of documents an accurate
detection of route information in newly added texts can be
achieved. We combined this approach with geocoding and
routing functionality to derive actual route information. As such
the proposed approach is a hybrid system incorporating, both,
aspects of geocoding, i.e., texts are not only related to location
information but to actual routes, and geospatial data extraction,
i.e., actual route information is extracted from texts without
having any prior knowledge. An empirical evaluation using
actual texts from travel guides and travel diaries shows the
usefulness and accuracy of the proposed approach.

information extraction methods is detailed in Section 2. Based on
this approach, Section 3 presents an experimental evaluation that
focuses on route extraction from texts. Finally, Section 4 gives
conclusions and directions for future research.

2. GEOSPATIAL DATA EXTRACTION
FROM TEXTS
In our approach, we apply Information Extraction (IE) methods
for deriving geospatial content from narratives. IE is generally
defined as the process of locating user-specific information in
electronic documents, “the name given to any process which
selectively structures and combines data which is found,
explicitly stated or implied, in one or more texts” [5]. In the
present effort our focus will be on content that contains rich
geospatial data such as travel literature.
Given travel guides and travel diaries, our objective is to
correctly recognize location and direction information so as to
construct actual route datasets that can be visualized on a map.

Related work exists towards two general directions, (i) geocoding
and (ii) extraction of routes from texts. With respect to
geocoding, we can exemplary cite [16], one of the first works on
geocoding and describing a navigational tool for browsing web
resources by geographic proximity as an alternative means for
Web navigation. Web-a-Where [1] is another system for
geocoding Web pages. It assigns to each page a geographic focus
— a locality that the page discusses as a whole. The tagging
process targets large collections of Web pages to facilitate a
variety of location-based applications and data analyses. The
approach presented in [3] proposes the use of the Web’s
geographic information to populate address databases, i.e., parse
Web pages for useful address information and populate an
address database with the available information. The work
presented in [13] is identifying and disambiguating references to
geographic locations. A method for calculating the geographic
breadth of a Web page is given in [9]. Another method that uses
information extraction techniques to geocode news is described
in [22]. In the realm of geocoding, a range of related commercial
products exist. Google Maps API provides geocoding services
[11]. A similar service is Yahoo Yellow Pages [17]. What is
common to those services is that they simple try to geocode a
given input string. MetaCarta on the other hand [15] provides
tools and services that also geoparse and then geocode text
content using natural language processes and highly refined
geodata. The approach in [12] uses state-of-the-art tools in their
work for extracting geographical information from data. The
results can be used for geographic search on the Web, in GIS
applications, for categorizing documents, etc. However, no
evidence is given to the existence of a route extraction
mechanism. In this context, we can cite [18], which aims at
mapping natural language descriptions to a custom-created
sidewalk database, i.e., this approach is not generally applicable
to arbitrary routes since developed in a controlled environment
and limited vocabulary. Work towards the classification of routerelevant expressions is presented in [26]. However, no actual
routes are produced. [7] aims at extracting a transportation
network graphs from Web documents. Using a given set of seed
locations, Web documents are retrieved to identify candidate
transportation nodes between the locations.

2.1 Overview
A precursor to extracting route information from texts and to
actually construct a map, is to extract a meaningful and coherent
series of points that describe the narrated route.
There is a huge amount in the WWW of texts regarding spatial
content, like travel blogs or travel diaries and guides that contain
rich information that could be exploited and organized in
automatic ways. Instead, apart from the fact that users contribute
their own narratives every day, these documents are not analyzed
by computers in order to exploit semantic information and are
treated as bags of words. Our method makes use of state-of-theart Information Extraction methods to derive meaningful
information by analyzing such free text narratives, extracting
names of places as well as relative information between them. In
this work we extract information like “head north for 20 meters
and meet Key bar”. We extract relative and absolute information
regarding a place. This information would reveal places that
cannot be geocoded (for example “Key bar” that a geocoder can’t
recognize), but mentioned explicitly in a text narrative. Thus a
main advantage of our method is that we use only linguistic,
semantic and contextual information contained in free text
narratives, without making use of supervised methods (e.g.,
gazetteers, lists) in order to extract meaningful named entities
(i.e. places) and relations between them.
By using IE techniques, we also try to bypass the important
problem of ambiguity, i.e., not falsely linking identifiers to
coordinates such as when the name of a geographic location
shares a non-geographic meaning as well (George Washington
vs. Washington DC) or distinct geographic locations share the
same name (London, England vs. London, Ontario).
Disambiguation of geographic entities is achieved by properly
identifying the context of the identifier in a sentence. In addition,
IE techniques help in addressing the problem of incomplete
gazetteers and place name variations and abbreviations.
The IE system used in this work consists of three principal parts,
(i) the linguistic pre-processing part, (ii) the document IE
semantic analysis part (the core feature extraction process) and

The outline of the remainder of this work is as follows. The
contribution, namely geospatial data extraction from texts using
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(iii) the geocoding part. The various system components and
relationships are shown in Fig. 1. The system has been
implemented as a pipeline application of individual tools using
the GATE - General Architecture for Text Engineering platform
[6], a software framework for natural language processing and
engineering. GATE allows for the embedding of different types
of language resources (ontologies, lexicons, etc.) and modules
that perform various types of processing in the form of plugins
(CREOLE components). Each component has to be implemented
as a Java Bean with a well defined input/output interface.
Furthermore GATE provides a convenient graphical interface for
developing and/or evaluating components for various natural
processing tasks (cf. the use of this interface in visualizing
annotations in Section 3). For a specific processing task, an
arbitrary number of components may be used sequentially in
what is termed a processing pipeline.

Sentence splitting, in our case the ANNIE sentence splitter aims
at the identification of sentence boundaries in a text. Though a
seemingly trivial task, sentence splitting can become quite
complex due to the ambiguous or dual function of certain
punctuation marks. A dot, for example, may indicate both an
abbreviation and a sentence end and, among other uses, it can
also be employed in acronyms and as indicator of decimal digits
of a real number.
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is the process of assigning a partof-speech class, such as Noun, Verb etc. to each word in the
input text. The ANNIE POS Tagger implementation is a variant
of Brill Transformation-based learning tagger, which applies a
combination of lexicon information and transformation rules for
the correct POS classification.

In what follows, we describe in necessary detail the processing
pipeline, which overall uses a document in plain text as input
and, as shown in Section 3, produces a map in the form of a
KML file [19] that can be viewed by means of, e.g., Google
Earth.

Plain
text files

Ontology

Linguistic

2.2 Linguistic pre-processing tools

Semantic Analysis

Pre- processing

Linguistic pre-processing tools analyze natural language
documents in terms of words, sentences, part-of-speech and
morphology. We selected the ANNIE tools, contained in the
GATE release, to perform this initial part of analysis. To this
task, our processing pipeline comprises of a set of four modules:
(i) the ANNIE tokeniser, (i) the (ANNIE) Sentence Splitter, (iii)
the ANNIE POS Tagger and (iv) the WordNet Lemmatiser.

ANNIE Tokenizer

CAFETIERE:
Ontology Lookup

ANNIE Sentence
Splitter
CAFETIERE:
Rule-based IE Engine

The intermediate processing results are passed on to each
subsequent analysis tool as GATE document annotation objects.
The output of this analysis part is the analyzed document in
CAS/XML format, an XML scheme called Common Annotation
Scheme allowing for a wide range of annotations, structural,
lexical, semantic and conceptual [21]. This document is
temporarily stored in the system, so as to be accessed by the
subsequent CAFETIERE semantic analysis component.
CAFETIERE combines the linguistic information acquired by the
pre-processing stage of analysis with knowledge resources
information, namely the lookup ontology and the analysis rules to
semantically analyse the documents and recognize spatial
information.

ANNIE POS Tagger

WN Lemmatiser

Geocoder
PostProcessor

KML files

Geocoding

The first step in the pipeline process is tokenisation, i.e.,
recognising in the input text basic text units (tokens), such as
words and punctuation and orthographic analysis, i.e., the
association of orthographic features, such as capitalisation, use of
special characters and symbols, etc. to the recognised tokens
[25]. The tools used are ANNIE Tokeniser and Orthographic
Analyser. The ANNIE tokenizer distinguishes five types of
tokens: word, number, symbol, punctuation and space tokens.
The orthographic analysis process of the tool is paired with
tokenisation analysis rule-based processing and distinguishes
four orthographic categories for the respective token types:
upperInitial, allCaps, lowercase and mixedCaps categories.
These token types will be used in the rule-based CAFETIERE IE
engine for recognizing placenames and spatial relations.

Fig. 1. GATE pipeline
Lemmatisation is used for text normalisation purposes. With this
process we retrieve the tokens’ base form e.g., for words:
[“travelling”, “traveler”, “traveled”], “are”, the corresponding
lemmas are: “travel”, “be”. We exploit this information in the
semantic rules section. For this purpose we implement the JWNL
WordNet Java Library API [8] for accessing the WordNet
relational dictionary. The output of this step is included it in
GATE document annotation information.

2.3 Semantic Analysis Tools
Semantic analysis relates the linguistic processing results to
ontology information and applies analysis rules, i.e., documents
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Section 2.3.2, we are extracting the wanted features from text.
Also, the results of this process do not include at this stage any
information regarding place names extraction. The subsequent
application of the semantic analysis rules undertakes the tasks of
disambiguation and the extraction of spatial information. The
lookup ontology consists of OWL statements. We can easily add
or remove semantic classes or their respective instances by using
an ontology editor such as Protégé [20] as shown and used in the
example of Fig. 2.

are analyzed semantically to discover spatial concepts and
relations.
CAFETIERE [2] is a standalone system combining linguistic preprocessing and relevant for our work, semantic analysis. The
CAFETIERE Information Extraction Engine module objective is
to compile the set of the semantic analysis grammar rules in a
cascade of finite state transducers so as to recognise in text the
concepts of interest. For this purpose the CAFETIERE IE Engine
combines all previously acquired linguistic and semantic
(lookup) information with contextual information. We modified
CAFETIERE to process documents in a GATE pipeline and
perform only ontology lookup and rule-based semantic analysis.
The input to this process are the GATE annotation objects
resulting from the linguistic pre-processing stage stored in
CAS/XML format for each individual document.

2.3.2 Cafetiere Rule-Based IE engine
The semantic analysis rules, based on CAFETIERE
specifications are developed as a single set of contextsensitive/context-free grammar (CSG/CFG) rules.
The CAFETIERE Information Extraction Engine module
objective is to compile the set of the semantic analysis grammar
rules in a cascade of finite state transducers so as to recognise the
concepts of interest in plain texts. For this purpose the
CAFETIERE IE Engine combines all previously acquired
linguistic and semantic (lookup) information with contextual
information found in the plain texts. The semantic analysis rules,
are developed as a set of context-sensitive/context-free grammar
(CSG/CFG) rules.

2.3.1 Cafetiere Ontology Lookup
The CAFETIERE Ontology lookup module accesses a previously
built ontology to retrieve potential semantic class information for
individual tokens or phrases. All types of conceptual information,
related to domain specific entities, such as terms or words in
general that denote spatial concepts or properties and relations of
domain interest are pre-defined in this ontology, built by an
expert. The ontology used in our experimentation was created by
manually analyzing a large number of texts and iteratively
refining the ontology so as to automatically produce results that
are close to what an expert user would have manually created.

An example of a CAFETIERE rule formalism is as follows:

[s=__x, target=__trglabel,
rulid=relation8]=>
\
[lookup="LOCVERB", pos=VB, token=__x],
[lookup="LOCDIRECTION", token=__x],
[pos=IN, token=__x]?,
[pos=DT, token=__x]?,
[orth=uppercase, token=__trglabel,
token=__x]{1,4},
[lookup="GenLOC",
tokentoken=__trglabel, token=__x]?
/

Consider the partial ontology shown in Fig. 2. Class
“LOCVERB” stores verbs that when matched to a text phrase are
likely to indicate a spatial relationship between the
corresponding referenced concepts. For example, in the phrase
“cross over the bridge and head to Fifth Avenue”, the existence
of words contained in “LOCVERB” class denoting spatial
information, like “cross” and “head to”, help us derive the
desired information. Approximating the human notion when
building phrases, we are extracting “Fifth Avenue” as a desired
place name from this sample sentence.

In this rule formalism, the left part of the rule, before the arrow
symbol (=>) is called left-part side of the rule (LHS), while the
part appearing after the arrow symbol is called right-hand side of
the rule (RHS). Each constituent of the RHS is in the form of
single minimal textual units where words in the sentence are
matched, while the LHS describes features where the final
extracted text spans will be held. In our specific sample rule,
LHS contains the rule’s id and two features, s and target, where
we store the final information. For the above sample rule to be
applied, the sentence snippet that should be matched should start
with a verb matched in the lookup ontology as a verb denoting
spatial information, the immediate next token should be a word
showing directional information (ex. north, south), followed by a
token with a part-of-speech tag of IN or DT (i.e.
preposition/subordinating conjunction or determiner, as defined
in [14]1. The rule formalism provides both standard iteration (?,

Fig. 2. Sample ontology contents (Protégé ontology editor)
With the application of semantic rules that make use more
characteristics of the language, like part-of-speech or orthography
(e.g., named entities are written uppercase), as we will see in

1
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Example site with penn tagset: http://www.mozartoz.org/mogul/doc/lager/brill-tagger/penn.html

+, *) and iteration range operators (e.x. in the above rule {1,5}
means 1 to 5 times of consecutive uppercase tokens). The output
placename will be written in the LHS entity reference feature
named target.

<tok id="t218" pos="VB" lem="take"
lookup="LOCVERB"
orth="lowercase">take</tok>
<tok id="t219" pos="IN" lem="in"
lookup="NIL"
orth="lowercase">in</tok>
<Prelation id="pr2"
label="head east along amstel
river"
source="" target="Amstel river"
rulid="relation8" tokrefs="t211
t212 t213 t215 t216" />

As an example text snippet, let us consider the following
example: “From the tower, head east along the Amstel river to
take in the ...”. The rule above specifies a pattern where firstly a
token (i.e., “head”), matching the ontology class “LOCVERB” is
extracted as an instance of the respective class, and denoting a
verb that could be expressing spatial information. This token is
recognized by the POS tagger as verb, so it also matches the
required rule POS feature “VB”. In the same way, the other
tokens are recognized, with respect to their POS tag or their
appearance in the lookup ontology. For example the POS tags
“in”
(preposition/subordinating
conjunction)
and
DT
(determiner) are matching the tokens “along” and “the”,
respectively. Finally, a token with an orthography typical for
proper names (i.e., uppercase) is matched and since it co-occurs
in a sentence with the other rule constituents, it is recognized as
a spatial object.

Note that ids like “t211” were assigned by GATE to each token
in the previous pre-processing step and they are kept in feature
“tokrefs”.
The rules are stored in a plain text file, which is read during the
initialization of the CAFETIERE module, thus allowing us to
easily provide our system with new rules.
In the following sections, we describe the two modules that
follow the semantic analysis process, namely the Postprocessor
and the Geocoding module.

In conclusion, the incremental variable __trglabel, attached in
the target feature of the rule gets the value “Amstel river”. By
incremental variable we mean that the matched tokens after each
one matched rule constituent are kept into this variable.
Similarly, we capture in the s feature the contents of incremental
variable __x, which is the phrase “head east along Amstel river”.
For more information about the CAFETIERE rule formalism, the
reader is referred to [2]. The phrase “Amstel river” will be kept
for geocoding by the Geocoding pipeline module, while the
phrase “head east along Amstel river” kept in the s feature will
be annotated visually in the GATE platform by the PostProcessor
pipeline module (cf. Fig. 3).

2.4 Postprocessor
The Postprocessor collects the output results of semantic analysis
from the CAS/XML and relates it to the original text. Using the
Castor tool [4], this module passes the token ids back to GATE
to create annotation sets for the actual documents examined. Fig.
3 shows such a sample annotation for walk descriptions in a
travel guide (cf. content used in experiments of Section 3). The
Postprocessor module then passes the results (like “Amstel
River” from the previous example) to the Geocoder.

The output of CAFETIERE is stored in a CAS/XML file, which
for this example, is as follows:

<tok id="t211" pos="VB" lem="head"
lookup="LOCVERB"
orth="lowercase">head</tok>
<tok id="t212" pos="JJ" lem="east"
lookup="LOCDIR" orth="lowercase"
>east</tok>
<tok id="t213" pos="IN" lem="along"
lookup="NIL"
orth="lowercase">along</tok>
<tok id="t214" pos="DT" lem="the"
lookup="NIL"
orth="lowercase">the</tok>
<tok id="t215" pos="NNP" lem="amstel"
lookup="NIL"
orth="upperInitial">Amstel</tok>
<tok id="t216" pos="NN" lem="river"
lookup="GenLOC"
orth="lowercase">river</tok>
<tok id="t217" pos="TO" lem="to"
lookup="NIL"
orth="lowercase">to</tok>

Fig. 3. Original document annotated with extracted content

2.5 Geocoding and Routes
The semantic analysis provided us (among others) with place
name information, i.e., the place name identifiers contained in
the text, e.g., Amstel river, Muntplein, etc. To determine their
actual location, these identifiers need to be geocoded. For this
task we rely on the open-source module GeoGoogle [10], a Java
API utilizing the Google Geocoder service, which is part of the
Google Maps API [11].
The retrieved results are of varying accuracy. In the experiments
of Section 3, only results of GeoAddressAccuracy >= 5 (cf. [11])
were used. This value corresponds to “street level accuracy”, i.e.,
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somewhere on a specific road. In addition, spatial outliers are
detected by calculating the distance between sets of points, i.e., if
a retrieved geocoding result would extend a path by more than x
km it is omitted. For the case of the city guides used in Section 3,
x was chosen to be 1km.

Table 1 gives an overview of the actual text sizes and annotation
results of the various city guides used in this experimentation
and the respective processing results. For example, the text as
shown partially in Fig. 4(a) comprises 520 words and 38 phrases
were annotated, i.e., marked as containing place names or other
relevant spatial information. Out of those annotations, 25 were
actual place names and using GeoGoogle, we were able to
geocode 10 entries. The resulting route is shown in Fig. 4(c).
Respective numbers are given for the other three case studies. It
is worth mentioning that the quality of the resulting route highly
depends on the geocoding tool as in the Amsterdam example,
only 10 out of 25 recognized place names were geocoded.
Nevertheless, the produced result resembles the original route to
a very large degree.

To then retrieve a route, the filtered geocoded place marks need
to be connected so as to create a valid road path. In order to
tackle this problem, we implemented a Java wrapper for
directions feature of the Google Maps API (i.e., a wrapper
similar to GeoGoogle for routing). This wrapper allows us to
compute a shortest-path between place marks using the Google
street network data. The result comprises a polyline for the route
to follow in the road network. This is the final step of our
pipeline implementation, with the geocoder module creating
respective KML files of the respective routes. The following
section showcases this approach and gives actual routes from
example datasets.

2.6 Summary
Focussing on texts that contain route information, we use an
information extraction approach that utilizes a location ontology
to describe spatial relationships and properties in combination
with a rule-based IE engine to extract place and, connecting them
in sequence, route information. A main advantage of our system
is that we do not rely on exhaustive gazetteer lists, but a
relatively small in size ontology to annotate texts and extract
geospatial data.
The following section gives some specific examples that show
the applicability of the approach.

3. Experimental Evaluation
The following experimental evaluation tries to assess the quality
of the proposed approach by comparing textual route descriptions
with their actual map counterparts. For this purpose, we used
content from actual Lonely Planet travel guides (Amsterdam,
Budapest and Melbourne). In those guides walking tours are
given by means of (i) a textual description and (ii) an
accompanying map. Our objective was to recreate the map by
processing the textual description with the approach advocated in
Section 2, i.e., extract place information and geocoded as many
as possible to actual show the created route on a map. The results
are given in the following figures, which show a Google Earth
visualization of the resulting KML next to the original travel
guide map (Fig. 5).

(a)

3.1 Travel Guides and Routes
A complete route extraction example is shown in Fig. 4 (©
Lonely Planet, Amsterdam City Guide – content used under “Fair
Use” terms). Fig. 4(a) shows the annotated text of the guide after
being processed by the IE system. Placemarks and movement
information is highlighted. Fig. 4(b) visualizes the route
extracted from the annotated text after being processed by the
geocoder and routing engine. When compared to the original
route that accompanied the text in Fig. 4(b), the two routes,
although not an exact match are very similar.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Amsterdam – route extraction example
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Further route extraction examples are shown in Fig. 5, including
another route for Amsterdam, plus routes for Budapest, Hungary
and Melbourne, Australia. Although in each case not all place
names identified in the text were geocoded, each route clearly
resembles the original one shown by means of a respective map.
With better geocoding algorithms, which are beyond the scope of
this work, the obtained route results could be considerably
improved.
Table 1. Texts and processing results
Amsterd
am/
Jordaan
Nof. words total

Amsterdam –
Nieuwmarkt

Budapest

Melbourne

520

566

1625

647

Annotations
found

38

42

101

47

Place names
found

25

32

58

35

Geocoded Place
names

10

16

21

18

40%

50%

36%

51%

Geocoding
percentage

(b) Budapest

(c) Melbourne
Fig. 5. Route extraction examples (© Lonely Planet, City
Guides)

(a) Amsterdam
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on exhaustive gazetteer lists, but a relatively small in size
ontology to annotate texts and extract geospatial data. The
approach is based on natural language processing techniques that
provide robustness and also accuracy. Our system extracts not
only route information but actual contexts of spatial objects as
identified in texts. The experiments show that the proposed
approach is suitable for extracting with considerably accuracy
actual routes from narrative and, thus, creating geospatial data
and increasing the value of the provided content.

3.2 Narratives and Routes
Fig. 6 shows a somewhat different example in the form of a
travel diary containing narrative about a trip to Benin, Africa.
The extracted route information and KML visualization are
shown respectively. Please note that while more text portions
have been identified, geocoding failed due to a lack of gazetteer
data. This example should illustrate that our proposed approach
is universally applicable and produces results for various types of
content.

Directions for future work are as follows. Although not examined
in depth in this work, the context of spatial objects such as
spatial (spatiotemporal) relationships (moving from X to Y) is
identified in our proposed approach. Hence, the next step will be
to map spatial relationships such as metric, topological and
directional and their spatiotemporal equivalents to English
language expressions and extract such data from texts (cf. [24]).
A consequence of this approach will be the creation of a robust
rule base for extraction of such relationships. The eventual goal
of this work will be to derive arbitrary datasets such as maps
automatically from texts. Here, one will have to deal with the
uncertainty of user-contributed datasets and respective data
fusions techniques.
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to identify the characteristics of the release such as location,
emission mass rate, temporal evolution, in order to be able
to predict the fate of the contaminants [12, 5].
Source detection algorithms can be based on backward
or forward simulation techniques. Backward techniques use
reverse transport and dispersion simulations from the receptor to the source. Forward techniques use transport and
dispersion simulations from different candidate sources, and
compare the resulting concentrations to the available measurements. The algorithms search the characteristics of the
source that minimizes the error between simulated and measured concentrations. An appealing characteristic of the forward techniques is that they do not require modifications to
the dispersion model. Therefore, they can be used with any
available dispersion model, independent of the complexity of
the problem. We will apply a forward simulation technique.
Several forward iterative methods for source estimation
have been developed [9, 14, 17, 8, 5]. In particular, evolutionary or genetic algorithms were employed to drive a
search process based on forward numerical simulations, and
it was shown that source characteristics were correctly identified for synthetic cases and for a controlled field experiment
[4, 6].
Different measures of the error between the simulated and
observed values were investigated to quantify the performance of the new candidate solutions. The error function is
the only feedback that the algorithm receives on the quality
of the newly generated solutions. It is usually referred to as
error or fitness function, and its value is also called the skill
score.
The correct wind direction is paramount to source estimation problems. It was observed that errors in wind direction
of only a few degrees drastically worsen the source estimation. Even when the wind direction is carefully measured at
the time of the release, as for example in a field experiment,
the wind variability over the time of the release can be very
large leading to large uncertainty and noise in the data.
To address this problem, previous research investigated
two different approaches. The first method consisted in
choosing an error function that compares the simulated and
observed values without taking into account their spatial distribution. In general the method performed poorly because
the spatial location of the concentration plays a crucial role
in correctly identifying the characteristics of the source. A
second approach consisted in making the wind direction an
unknown in the source estimation problem. This method
generated good results, at the cost of increasing the com-

An estimate of the error between the mean concentration of
a released pollutant simulated by an atmospheric dispersion
model and the values measured at the ground is obtained
using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). The error measure
is relevant to the application with iterative source detection algorithms based on forward numerical transport and
dispersion simulations. The new proposed measure is compared with two established error functions commonly used
in the literature.
A sensitivity study of the error measure to wind direction
was performed using real world data from the Prairie Grass
field experiment. Whereas both standard measures found
smallest error only with a few degrees of wind direction,
DTW found the smallest error with a much larger range of
wind directions, often as high as 20 degrees.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Spatial databases and GIS, Data mining, Scientific databases

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Dynamic Time Warping; Time Series Analysis; Source Detection, Error Functions

1. INTRODUCTION
Detecting the source of a pollutant release in the atmosphere, and identifying its characteristics, is an important
problem due to the necessity to locate the source in order
to take action or to correctly assess the potential damages
caused by the release. The problem can be summarized as
follows. Given a few measurements of pollutant concentrations and some basic meteorological information, the goal is
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plexity of the search process.
This paper introduces a third approach, namely the use of
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [18, 28] to compute the error between simulated and observed concentrations. DTW
is a distance measure that is commonly used in time series
databases and mining [19, 26, 27, 28, 29] and signal processing communities [30, 32, 33, 31]. DTW uses dynamic
programming techniques to determine the best alignment
that minimizes the distance/cost/error between sequences.
Its ability to produce nonlinear alignment between sequences
makes it shift-invariant, and addresses the problem of errors
in wind direction.
Since its introduction by Bellman in 1959 [18], DTW has
been used extensively in the speech processing community
[30, 32, 33, 31]. In 1994, Berndt and Clifford introduced
DTW as a time series similarity measure to the database
community [19, 28]. Due to its ability to minimize the effects of shifting on the time axis, DTW has been widely used
in diverse fields. For example, Kuzmanic and Zanchi used
DTW for hand shape (sign language) classification [20]; Corradini used DTW to recognize gestures and human activities
[21]; Keogh et al. adapted DTW for various time series data
mining tasks such as classification, clustering, and similarity search, on various applications such as motion capture
matching and shape matching [34, 28, 29]; Niennattrakul
and Ratanamahatana adapted DTW for k-means clustering
for multimedia time series data [22]; Muller et al. proposed
a multiscale DTW for music synchronization [23]; Aach and
Church applied DTW on RNA and protein expression data
[24]; and Zhang et al. compared DTW to other similarity
measures for surveillance trajectory clustering [25]. While
DTW is a robust similarity measure that outperforms many
existing approaches, it is also computationally intensive. To
mitigate this issue, several techniques for indexing DTW
have been proposed [26, 27, 28]. In fact, Ratanamahatana
and Keogh show that with indexing, DTW can be achieved
in linear time when searching large databases [29].
This paper is structured as following: Section 2 discusses
the methodology, including the different error measures used
and the numerical simulation performed; Section 3 describes
the experiments performed and their results; Section 4 discusses the findings and suggests applications for the proposed method.

2.
2.1

vertical dispersion coefficients (i.e. the plume spreads) where
ψ describes the atmospheric stability class (i.e., ψ = A to
ψ = F ), and σs2 = σy2 (xs , xs , ψ) = σz2 (xs , xs , ψ) is a measure
of the area of the source. The result of the simulation is
the concentration field generated by the release along an
arbitrary wind direction θ. The dispersion coefficients are
computed from the tabulated curves of Briggs [2].

2.2

2.3

METHODOLOGY
Transport and Dispersion Simulations

»
–
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gy = exp −
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–
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gz = exp −
+
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Synthetic Dataset

To test the methodology, in addition of the observed Prairie
Grass measurements, we have created a synthetic dataset
simulating each of the 68 releases using the model described
in Equation (1) along with the meteorological and release
characteristics of the original Prairie Grass experiment. The
simulated concentrations are recorded at the corresponding
sensor locations for the original experiments. For each of
the 68 releases, a study on the effect of the wind direction
was performed by varying the wind angle from -20 to +20
degrees, in a 1 degree increment. Consequently, for each
of the original Prairie Grass release there are 41 synthetic
releases. One case simulates the Prairie Grass experiments
using exactly the parameters observed at the time of the experiments, while the other 40 vary the wind direction, and
keep all other parameters constant.
This synthetic dataset allows to perform sensitivity studies to wind direction, determining for each experiment what
is the wind direction that generates smaller error between
the simulated and observed concentration. Even in a controlled experiment, like Prairie Grass, there are discrepancies between the observed wind direction and the angle that
generates smallest error. This is because there can be errors in measuring wind at the time of the experiment, and
because wind direction is usually not constant. The value
reported in the official experiment summary is the average
of the wind direction during the entire time of the release,
and might contain errors.

2.4

The dispersion simulations are performed using a Gaussian reflected dispersion model, which determines the predicted mean concentration cs at a location x, y and z of an
atmospheric tracer released from a source located at xs , ys ,
and zs :
Qgy gz
(1)
cs =
2πU [(σs2 + σy2 )(σs2 + σz2 )]1/2
with

Prairie Grass Experiment

The methodology was tested on data from the Prairie
Grass field experiment [3]. The experiment consisted of 68
consecutive releases of trace gas SO2 of 10 minutes each from
a single source. The mean concentration was measured at
sensors positioned along arcs radially located at distances of
50 m, 100 m, 200 m, 400 m and 800 m from the source. Information on the atmospheric conditions at the time of each
release is available, and each experiment could be classified
according to Pasquill’s atmospheric stability classes [15, 10].

Error Functions

The quantitative comparison of observed and synthetic
concentrations is performed by applying several statistical
measures of error which reflect different aspects of the spatial
distribution of concentration. We considered two functions:
the normalized root mean square error NRMSE [11, 7], and
AHY2 [13, 1, 5].
s
(co − cs )2
(4)
NRMSE =
co cs
s
[log10 (co + 1) − log10 (cs + 1)]2
AHY2 =
(5)
[log10 (co + 1)]2

(2)
(3)

where Q is the source mass emission rate, U is the wind
speed, σy (x, xs ; ψ) and σz (x, xs ; ψ) are the crosswind and

where co and cs are the observed and simulated concentration at the sensors, respectively.
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Y = y1 , y2 , ..., ym , DTW aligns the sequences by constructing a n × m matrix M , where each entry M (i, j) represents
the distance d(xi , yj ) between points xi and yj . The entry
M (i, j) also corresponds to an alignment between xi and
yj [28]. To determine the best alignment between two sequences, DTW finds a path, W = w1 , w2 , ..., wk , through
the matrix that minimizes the warping cost, and satisfies
the following constraints [18, 28]:

200
Observed data
Synthetic data (WA +8 degrees)

180
160

Concentration (mg)
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1. boundary conditions: w1 = (1, 1), wk = (m, n). This
requires that the warping path starts and finishes in
the first and the last points, respectively, of the sequences.
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(a) Original and Synthetic data

2. continuity: Let wi = (a, b) then wi−1 = (a0 , b0 ) where
a − a0 ≤ 1 and b − b0 ≤ 1. This confines the allowable
steps in the warping path to neighboring points.

One−to−one Mapping of Error Function
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3. monotonicity: Let wi = (a, b) then wi−1 = (a0 , b0 )
where a − a0 ≥ 0 and b − b0 ≥ 0. This requires that the
points in the warping path be monotonically ordered
with respect to time.
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The warping cost can be computed using dynamic programming with the following recurrence [28]:
8
< f (i − 1, j − 1)
f (i − 1, j)
f (i, j) = d(xi , yj ) + min
(6)
: f (i, j − 1)

(b) One-to-one error mapping
Non−linear Alignment using Dynamic Time Warping
200
150
100
50
0
−50
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In other words, the cumulative distance f (i, j) is the sum
of the distance between current points (xi , yi ) and the minimum of the cumulative distance in the neighboring points
[18].
Figures 1b and c show two different alignments for the
dataset shown in Figure 1a. In Figure 1b, the sequences are
aligned using an error function such as NRMSE that requires
one-to-one mapping, i.e. no warping allowed. As the figures
illustrate, the peaks are not aligned properly, thus resulting
in a large error. In contrast, in Figure 1c, the sequences
are aligned using DTW. The non-linear mapping allows the
peaks to match, thus minimizing the error and the effect of
wind direction.
Note that the concentration series that we analyze are
not true time series, since the releases are continuous and
the concentration field is stationary. Instead, the series describes the evolution of the concentration in space (not in
time). The shift which is identified by DTW is the displacement of the simulated concentration field with respect to the
observed values. Essentially, we are replacing the variable
‘time’ with the variable ‘space’, and instead of analyzing
time-series, we are analyzing ‘space-series’. (In this case the
technique could be more correctly referred to as ‘Dynamic
Space Warping’).
Figure 2 shows the DTW distance matrix for input sequences X and Y . Each cell (i, j) represents the distance
between Xi and Yj . The white curve along the diagonal
denotes the best warping path, i.e. one that minimizes the
cumulative distance.
Some global constraint on the warping path is typically
specified to restrict the warping paths. The advantages of
using a global constraint are two-folds: (1) it produces more
intuitive alignment, and (2) it speeds up the computation
by narrowing the search space. A large warping window
causes the search to become prohibitively expensive, as well
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(c) DTW error mapping
Figure 1: Example computing error between the
synthetic and observed data using one-to-one and
DTW mapping for Prairie Grass experiment 23.
The synthetic data is shifted by eight degrees with
respect to the observed parameters.

NRMSE is expressed in terms of variances, reflecting both
systematic bias and relative random errors, which are estimated on a linear scale. NRMSE is strongly affected by infrequently occurring large overprediction or large observed
outliers. AHY2, defined in [13] and [1] as metrics for the
cost function of a genetic algorithm for source detection,
computes the error on a logarithmic scale.

2.5

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

The error functions (4) and (5) are efficient to compute.
However, both are sensitive to slight spatial distortions. To
illustrate this, consider the dataset shown in Figure 1a. The
observed Prairie Grass measurements and the synthetic sequence generated for the same experiment look similar in
shape; however, the change in the wind direction has caused
the simulated data to shift slightly to the right. This slight
shifting on the x-axis will result in large errors being computed by NRMSE and AHY2, since both error functions
require one-to-one mapping of data points in space. To mitigate this problem, we propose to use DTW, a well-known
distance measure for signal and time series data, as our error function. Given the two sequences X = x1 , x2 , ..., xn and
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Figure 2: DTW distance matrix for input sequences X and Y . Each cell (i, j) represents the distance between
Xi and Yj . The white curve along the diagonal denotes the best warping path, i.e. one that minimizes the
cumulative distance.
as possibly allowing meaningless matching between points
that are far apart. On the other hand, a small window
might prevent us from finding the best solution. It has been
shown by Ratanamahatana and Keogh [29] that by learning
the best size and shape of the global constraint for different
datasets, higher accuracy can be achieved. In our work, we
use the Sakoe-Chiba Band [30], with 10% of the series length
as the warping window length.

3.

of the release is at 0,0. The center panels show the results
of the wind angle sensitivity analysis for each of the three
methods performed. The graphs show the error between
the simulated and observed concentrations as the simulated
wind angle changed from −20 to +20 degrees with respect to
the wind direction recorded at the time of the experiment.
In both cases DTW obtained smaller error for a wide range
of wind angles, whereas both NRMSE and AHY2 obtained
best results for a very small range of values. For case 23,
the best results are found when the wind angle change is
close to 0, meaning that the observed concentrations are
consistent with the observed wind angle. For case 29, there
is a variation between 6 and 9 degrees between the observed
concentrations are consistent with the observed wind angle,
indicating some noise in the observed data. The bottom
panels illustrate the Cross-wind profiles of concentration for
the releases, plotted as functions of the sensor number. The
top graph shows the observed data and the synthetic data
generated using the observed wind angle. The bottom graph
shows the observed data and the synthetic data generated
using an adjusted wind angle. It is evident that for case 29, a
wind angle of -10 degrees with respect to the observed wind
direction better approximates the observed values. This is
an indication of noise in the observed data, most likely to be
attributed to fluctuations in wind direction during the time
of the experiment.
Table 1 summarizes the results for all the 68 Prairie Grass
experiments sorted by atmospheric type. The original experiment identifier (PG ID) ia also reported in the table.
NRMSE and AHY2 behave similarly, finding best results
with a very small (usually 1 or 2) degrees of wind angle,
DTW is able to find best results with a much higher number of wind angles.

RESULTS

The proposed method was tested by performing a sensitivity analysis of the wind angle, computing the error between
the observed and simulated concentrations. Experiments
were performed for all 68 Prairie Grass experiments, and repeated for each of the three methods, DTW, NRMSE and
AHY2. The hypothesis is that the DTW method, because
of its ability to detect shifts in time-series, is less prone to
errors in wind angle. In the Prairie Grass experiments the
sensors are positioned along five concentric arcs, located at
50 m, 100 m, 200 m, 400 m and 800 m from the source. The
measurements are transformed into a time-series by sorting
each arc counterclockwise, from the inner arc to the outer
arc. The footprint of each experiment changes due to the
atmospheric class, the wind characteristics and the amount
of release. Therefore each release is measured by a varying
number of sensors, leading to time-series that vary in length,
from tenths to hundreds of observations.
Figure 3 shows the results for Prairie Grass experiment 23
(left) and 29 (right). The top figures show an interpolation of
the release as measured at the time of the experiment. The
sensor location are indicated with black dots, and the source
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Figure 3: Results for Prairie Grass release 23 (left) and 29 (right). The graphs show a-TOP) the original
releases, interpolated from the measurements made at the receptors (black circles); b-MIDDLE) the error
found by AHY2, NRMSE and DTW as a function of wind angle; and c-BOTTOM) the observed and simulated
concentrations using the observed wind angle, and the wind angle found by AHY2.
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4.
ψ
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PG ID
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16
25
47
52
1
2
7
10
48S
5
8
9
19
27
43
44
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62
6
11
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20
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35S
37
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42
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57
60
61
65
67
18
28
41
66
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3
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13
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DTW
25
14
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4
7
1
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15
3
19
29
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23
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29
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13
29
21
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17
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25
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17
17
17
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23
23
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13
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17
29
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17
17
2
1
1
1
1
28
11
21
7
1
1
1
1
33
2
1
1

NRMSE
5
3
4
3
4
1
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3
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2
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1
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
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1
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1
1
2
2
2
4
2
2
1
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
7
2
1
2
2
2
2

CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary study shows that DTW can be effectively
used as the error function driving algorithms for source detection. A current shortcoming of the available error functions is that they have difficulties recognizing simple spatial
shifts in the simulated distribution of concentration. This
results in the error functions reporting large errors even
though the simulated cloud is in fact very close to the measured one in terms of extension, shape, and magnitude, but
not in the alignment. The results of the sensitivity study
support the hypotheses that using DTW to compute the error between observations with simulations is less sensitive to
wind direction changes. Furthermore, because some of the
Prairie Grass experiments contained errors in the observed
wind direction, the DTW method also works well in the
presence of noise. The advantage of DTW over NRMSE and
AHY2 is largest for atmospheric class A (unstable) through
D (neutral). For stable atmosphere (E and F) DTW also
finds best results for a rather small number of wind angles.
This is most likely due to the more limited data available
(smaller time-series) caused by a smaller footprint of the
release, thus measured by fewer sensors.
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leakage of private information to the public, because it is possible
to refer a person’s activity by looking at his/her vehicle in these
images with obvious location information. On the other hand,
traffic systems utilize videos or image sequences from surveillance
cameras to analyze traffic and track vehicles. Reconstructing the
background image helps effectively identifying the moving
vehicles and automatically measuring traffic. Background learning
techniques are emerged in these applications to automatically
reconstruct the clean views and preserve privacy.

ABSTRACT
Reconstructing views of real-world from satellite images,
surveillance videos, or street view images is now a very popular
problem, due to the broad usage of image data in Geographic
Information Systems and Intelligent Transportation Systems. In
this paper, we propose an approach that tries to replace the
differences among images that are likely to be vehicles by the
counterparts that are likely to be background. This method
integrates the techniques for lane detection, vehicle detection,
image subtraction and weighted voting, to regenerate the “vehicleclean” images. The proposed approach can efficiently reveal the
geographic background and preserve the privacy of vehicle owners.
Experiments on surveillance images from TrafficLand.com and
satellite view images have been conducted to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding
–Modeling and recovery of physical attributes.

a). Satellite image and street view with a blocking vehicle around
Time Square, NYC, from Google Maps.

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation.

Keywords
View reconstruction, Vehicle detection, Gabor wavelet filtering.

1 . INTRODUCTION
Reconstructing view of real-world from satellite images,
surveillance videos, or street view images is now a very popular
problem, due to the broad usage of image data in Geographic
Information Systems and Intelligent Transportation Systems. Hot
map applications, including Google Maps [1] and Microsoft Live
Search Maps [2], provide tremendous aerial images and street
view/bird’s eye images (as shown in Figure 1).

b). Bird’s eye image of a campus faculty parking lot with personal
vehicles from Microsoft Live Search Maps.
Figure 1. Examples of online map systems.

These images usually contain a lot of vehicles on/off the roads and
in parking lots, which sometimes obstruct the geographic view of
terrain and meaningful objects, such as lane markers, traffic signs,
and fire faucets. In some cases, these vehicles may cause the

Several effective approaches have been proposed to extract
background information from video/image sequences by image
subtraction/averaging. However, they usually require a large set of
images to get a complete background image, which makes them
not suitable for satellite images or street view images. This paper
focuses on reconstructing the static background information by
removing vehicles from a small set of sample images (as few as 2).
We propose an approach that tries to replace the differences
among images that are likely to be vehicles by the counterparts
that are likely to be background. This method integrates the
techniques for lane detection, vehicle detection, image subtraction
and weighted voting, to regenerate the “vehicle-clean” images.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies
are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
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The view reconstruction framework has four major components,
namely, lane/parking lot detection, vehicle detection, image
subtraction, and weighted voting, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
first component, lane/parking lot detection, takes a set of (at least 2)
image samples as inputs, and outputs the detected road/parking lot
area. Taking the road/parking lot area and the original image
samples, the vehicle detection component identifies the possible
image segments that may represent vehicles. Due to the different
characteristics, we developed two different vehicle detection
methods for street view and satellite view, respectively.
Meanwhile, the image subtraction detects the differences around
the road area among image samples and marks these differences as
possible moving objects. The final component, weighted voting,
collects the potential vehicle segments and potential moving
objects and replaces the potential moving objects with non-vehicle
segments. The design of applying two parallel components,
vehicle detection and image subtraction is because each single
component has limited ability to accurately identify moving
vehicles. The vehicle detection could sometimes regard static
objects as possible vehicles. On the other hand, the image
subtraction may include accidentally moving objects or changing
environment as false positive results. Combining these two
components, the accuracy of view reconstruction can be improved.
The details for each component are discussed in the following
sections.

The proposed approach can efficiently reveal the geographic
background and preserve the privacy of vehicle owners.
Experiments on surveillance images from TrafficLand.com [3] and
satellite view images have been conducted to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys

the existing work on background learning methods. The
proposed approach, including lane/parking lot detection,
vehicle detection, image subtraction, and weighted voting, is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the experiment
results. Finally, this work is concluded in Section 5.

2 . RELATED WORK
Background learning methods are widely used as the fundamental
for moving objects identification. The existing methods can be
divided into two categories, frame-oriented and pixel-oriented,
which are both based on image sequences. The frame-oriented [4]
methods take one image from the sequence as the background if its
difference with the predecessor is less than a threshold. This
category of background learning methods extracts the background
efficiently and successfully for indoor environments. But it’s not
sufficient for outdoor scenarios that have noises from weather and
illumination. Furthermore, in crowded urban area, it’s difficult to
get one picture as static background without moving objects.
The pixel-oriented approaches [5-7] collect a set of surveillance
images and then either average or subtract and average the images
to iteratively construct the background. These approaches usually
require a large set of images, because for each pixel in the images,
the background samples have to beat the vehicle samples in
quantity. The requirement becomes even seriously in crowded area,
where the chance to see the background is small. This also limits
the extendibility of these approaches to the satellite images and
street view images, because it is difficult/expensive to acquire a
large number of images for the same location. On the other hand,
noises from off-road objects (e.g., trees in wind) and on-road
objects (e.g., changing traffic lights) could ruin or delay the results.

At least two image samples
Lane /Parking Lot Detection
Road area
Vehicle Detection
Potential vehicles

Image Subtraction
Potential moving objects

Weighted Voting

The proposed approach fuses the vehicle detection into
background reconstruction. Therefore, the background pixels can
be identified earlier to save the number of learning samples. In
ideal situation, our approach requires only two image samples to
generate the background. This algorithm is not only sufficient for
surveillance images, but also suitable for satellite and street view
images.

Background image
Figure 2. Background reconstruction algorithm overview.

3.1 Lane/Parking Lot Detection
The objective of lane detection is to find the lane area in a set of
images which taken from the same view. The procedure of this
module can be illustrated in Figure 3, which includes edge
detection, line detection by Hough transform, and road detection.
A similar approach can be used to detect parking lots.

3 . VIEW RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
This paper proposes an approach to learn the background from a
couple of images. Different to the existing approaches, the
proposed method considers the road region and vehicle blobs to
refine the moving object identification, rather than just replying on
the image subtraction/averaging. This framework makes the
following assumptions.

3.1.1 Edge detection
Edges are often used in image analysis for finding region
boundaries. Edges are defined as the pixels where the intensity
changes abruptly. Many edge detectors have been used in edge
detection to find the edges. In this paper, we focus on Canny edge
detector. The Canny edge detection is a multi-stage algorithm to
detect a wide range of edges in images. Edge detection is very
useful in many image processing applications. In this work, we

• The input images are satellite images, surveillance images, or
street view images.
• The input images have small sample size, and are not
necessarily to be sequential.
• The input images have already been normalized and calibrated,
so that all the samples have the same illumination, view area,
and view angle.
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For each line j,
Calculate the distance between each two adjacent line
pixels along the line.
For each pixel (i, j)
Determine the distance of its neighbored lines dj
If dj > ∆d
(i, j) is a road pixel
Else
(i, j) is not a road pixel

need it to get the edge pixels in the following Hough transform to
detect lines in the image.
Images from same view

Edge detection

This approach has the problem that when the lane appears at the
corner because some parts of lane will be misclassified (illustrated
in Figure 4). So we improved this method by adding the boundary
of the images for those corners which may have lanes. If θ <90o,
the left bottom and right up corners have the possibility to have the
lanes so that the boundaries need to be added. On the other hand, if
θ >90o, the other two corners may have the lanes and the
boundaries need to be added.

Hough transform for line detection

Road detection

Road Area
Figure 3. Flow chart of lane detection procedure.

3.1.2 Hough transform
The Hough transform is a widely used feature extraction technique
to find imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of
shapes by a voting procedure [8]. This voting procedure is carried
out in a parameter space, from which object candidates are
obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator space that is
explicitly constructed by the algorithm for computing the Hough
transform. Hough transform has the advantage of solving the
problem of missing/noisy points or pixels on the desired curves
(e.g. lines, circles or ellipses) due to imperfections in either the
image data or the edge detector. The idea of Hough transform is to
group edge points into object candidates by performing an explicit
voting procedure over a set of parameterized image objects.

Figure 4. Illustration of improved scanning algorithm for road
detection.

3.1.4 Parking Lot Detection
For most of the parking lot area, its boundary is marked by white
color exactly like the road area. So we could use the same
approach to acquire the parking lot area. The only different is that,
a certain parking lot must have multiple entrances and exits, which
may break the boundary line for a short distance, in order to avoid
that we could slightly enlarge the value of ∆d to acquire the
correct parking lot area.

3.1.3 Road detection
Since we have several satellite images obtained from same view,
we implement lane detection based on multiple images in order to
reduce the false lines. Only those parameters among the candidate
local maximum parameters are determined as the lines where the
parameters have been detected in the majority of images. After
determine the lines, we implement a scan approach to determine
the road area. The basic idea is to decide the pixel as road area
when the distance between its two neighbored lines is greater than
some threshold. In the algorithm, we scan the pixels in a vertical
and horizontal way, respectively to find the lane area, which could
be implemented by following procedure:

3.2 Vehicle Detection for Street View
The vehicle detection component is to find the blobs in the images
that may represent vehicles or parts of vehicles. To achieve this
target, we combine the color information and different levels of
feature information of vehicle to generate all the blobs in the
images. The procedure of vehicle detection for street view is
illustrated in Figure 5. Specifically, based on color information
and a set of training images, we first classify the image pixels into
vehicle or non-vehicle pixels. Then the candidate vehicle blobs
will be identified according to the detected road area and some
domain knowledge. Finally, we extract the edge information and
Gabor wavelet coefficient to further verify if the candidate blobs
are from real vehicles using a classifier trained on training samples.
The vehicle pixel detection, vehicle blob detection and verification
steps will be discussed in detail in following subsections.

Algorithm 1. Road Detection Procedure
1.

2.

horizontal scan
For each line i,
Calculate the distance between each two adjacent line
pixels along the line.
For each pixel (i, j)
Determine the distance of its neighbored lines di
If di > ∆d
(i, j) is a road pixel
Else
(i, j) is not a road pixel
vertical scan
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d c ( x ) = (1 / 2)( x − mc )Σ c−1 ( x − mc. ) t , c ∈ {v , n}

Original Images

λ = log[ Σ v / Σ n ( P(nonveh) / P(vehicle))]
Color Transform

Bayesian Classifier
Potential Vehicle Pixels
Filtering
(a) Vehicles

(road information, domain knowledge)

(b) Non-vehicles

Figure 6. Part of training images.

Potential Vehicle Blobs
Feature Extraction
(edge, Gabor filters)

Verification

Vehicles
Figure 5. Flow chart of vehicle detection for street view.

3.2.1 Vehicle pixel detection

Figure 7. Color transformations of vehicle pixels and nonvehicle pixels on training images.

First, training images are collected from different senses including
roads, parking lots, etc., as vehicles and non-vehicle (background)
image sets. Figure 6 shows parts of the training samples. Based on
the training samples, we applied a color transform method to
reduce the original three color component (RGB) to two
normalized components (UV) through following equations:

up =

2Z p − G p − B p

Finally, we can get a number of segments on the original image
where the majority of pixels in the segments are classified as
vehicle pixels.

3.2.2 Vehicle blob detection

(1)

The vehicle blob detection takes the domain knowledge and the
road information to define a set of rules to filter out the segments
that are not likely to be part of vehicle. From the road information
extracted in the lane detection component, we know the area of the
road, as well as the range of lane width on the image. Then from
the domain knowledge, we may get the idea about the location of
vehicles, their range of size and length regarding to the lane width.
In our implementation, we set the following rules to filter
segments:

Zp

 B p − G p R p − G p 
(2)
v p = max 
,

Z p 
 Z p
where ( R p , G p , B p ) is the color of a pixel p and

Z p = ( R p + G p + B p ) / 3 used for normalization. Paper [9] has
demonstrated that all the road colors will concentrate around a
small circle through this transformation, as shown in Figure 7.

• The possible vehicle segments have to touch the road area.

After getting the transformation color components, we then build a
Bayesian classifier to identify vehicle pixels from backgrounds
with colors. We assume that the RGB color components in the (U,
V) domain forms a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The
parameters of two Gaussian distributions are learned by EM
algorithm. Assume that the mean colors of the vehicle and nonvehicle pixels are mv and mn, respectively. In addition, Σ v and

• The width (size on x-axis) of a possible vehicle segment cannot
be greater than 1/3 of the road width.
• The length (size on y-axis) of a possible vehicle segment cannot
be greater than 1/3 of the road width.
• The total size (number of pixels) of a possible vehicle segment
cannot be greater than 1/6×1/6 of the road width, or smaller
than 10.

Σ n are their corresponding covariance matrices in the same color

• The intensity of a possible vehicle segment cannot be similar to
the largest segment in the image (supposed to be
background).

domain, respectively. Then, given a pixel x, based on Bayesian
classifier, we assign it to class ‘vehicle’ if d v ( x ) − d n ( x ) > λ ,
where
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Using the above rules, we can filter out the majority of the
segments that are not expected to represent parts of the vehicles.
The remaining segments will be used in the final weighted voting
to identify the pixels should be removed.

3.3

3.2.3 Vehicle verification
After obtaining potential vehicle blobs, we further verify if these
blobs are real vehicles based on their features. The extracted
features include edge and coefficients of multi-channel and multiresolution Gabor filtering. We assume that the vehicle blobs
should have rich and orientated edge information. The multichannel approach in Gabor filtering uses a bank of band-pass
filters to decompose an original image into several filtered images
which contain information in different orientations and frequency
ranges. This set of filtered images provides the orientation
sensitive information which is essential for vehicle identification.
The multi-resolution approach, on the other hand, provides local
texture features at various resolutions and reliable results.

• Detection of vehicles which are brighter than the background.
• Detection of vehicles which are darker than the background.

3.3.1 Thresholding technique
Thresholding is one of the widely methods used for image
segmentation. It is useful in discriminating foreground from the
background. By selecting an adequate threshold value T, the gray
level image can be converted to binary image. The binary image
should contain all of the essential information about the position
and shape of the objects of interest (foreground). The advantage of
obtaining first a binary image is that it reduces the complexity of
the data and simplifies the process of recognition and classification.
The most common way to convert a gray-level image to a binary
image is to select a single threshold value (T). Then all the gray
level values below this T will be classified as black (0), and those
above T will be white (1). The segmentation problem becomes one
of selecting the proper value for the threshold T. A frequent
method used to select T is by analyzing the histograms of the type
of images that want to be segmented. The ideal case is when the
histogram presents only two dominant modes and a clear valley
(bimodal). In this case the value of T is selected as the valley point
between the two modes. In real applications histograms are more
complex, with many peaks and not clear valleys, and it is not
always easy to select the value of T.

A Gabor filter can be viewed as a sinusoidal plane of particular
frequency and orientation, modulated by a Gaussian envelope [4].
It can be written as:

h ( x, y ) = s ( x, y ) g ( x, y ) = hR ( x, y ) + jhI ( x, y ) (3)
where s(x,y) is a complex sinusoid, known as a carrier, and g(x,y)
is a 2-D Gaussian shaped function, known as envelope. The
complex sinusoid is defined as follows,

s( x, y ) = exp(− j 2π (u0 x + v0 y)) .

(4)

The 2-D Gaussian function is defined as follows,

g ( x, y ) =

1 x2 y2
exp( − ( 2 + 2 )) .
2πσβ
2 σ
β
1

Vehicle Detection for Satellite View

Image segmentation algorithms generally are based on one of the
two basic properties of intensity values: discontinuity and
similarity. In the first criteria, the image is partitioned when there
is an abrupt change in the intensities of neighboring pixels, such as
edges. In the second criteria, the image is partitioned into regions
which are similar according to some predefined conditions. A
simple way to do image segmentation is by using thresholding
techniques, and this is the technique that is used for the detection
of the vehicles in satellite view. To achieve our goal of detecting
all the vehicles on the satellite images, we have divided the
algorithm in two parts [10, 11]:

(5)

The Gabor filter is a bandpass filter centered on frequency (u0, v0),
with a bandwidth determined by (σ, β). Usually, a radial frequency
−1
2
2
f = u 0 + v 0 , with orientation θ = tan ( v 0 / u 0 ) , are used in
polar coordinates to specify the filter. The Gabor filtered output of
an image I is obtained by the convolution of the image with the
specified Gabor function. The local energy is defined as,

In the present work our sample images contain scenes of parking
lot, and our goal is to apply segmentation techniques to detect and
classify the vehicles on it.

E = C R2 + C I2 ,
where

3.3.2 Detection of bright vehicles

C R = I ⊕ hR , C I = I ⊕ h I .

Two different methods are proposed to identify the bright vehicles:
• Multiple Thresholding
• Clustering by Otsu Method

Note that when frequency f = 0, the Gabor filter reduces to a
Gaussian filter which can capture the low pass frequency of the
input image. The different orientation channels in the frequency
domain could be obtained by rotating θ.

3.3.2.1 Computing multiple threshold
By analyzing several of the sample images in the database, we can
say that the intensity values of bright vehicles are greater than the
intensities of the background, and sometimes there is a region
where they overlap. Because of the overlapping, some objects or
regions on parking lot, such as lane markers, parking lot dividers,
may have intensity values similar to the intensity of some of the
bright vehicles. Also, each bright vehicle may not have same range
of intensity because of atmospheric conditions and different color
of the vehicles. Therefore, to identify only the vehicles and to
avoid the detection of irrelevant objects like lane markers, three
different thresholds T1, T2, and T3 are used. The algorithm is
shown in below:
Figure 8. Gabor filters.
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the first one obtained by the bright vehicles detection algorithm
(Otsu or Multiple Thresholds technique), and the second one
obtained by the dark vehicles detection algorithm (Otsu Threshold
technique). As a result of the addition, shadows of the bright
vehicles, which are very close to the bright vehicles, are combined
as a single vehicle. But, in cases where dark and bright vehicles
are placed very close to each other, it is possible that a bright
vehicle could be combined with a dark vehicle and counted as a
single vehicle, giving an error in the result. This is also true when
two or more bright or dark vehicles are very close to each other,
then the final result would combine this group of very close
vehicles as a single vehicle, causing an error in the final result.

Algorithm 2. Multiple thresholding algorithm
M: two-dimensional matrix which stores intensity image
V: A vector calculated by M
For each row i in M
V[i] = maximum intensity of i-th row in M
T1 := mean of V
T2 := minimum of V
T3 := mean of T1 and T2
Thresholds T1, T2, and T3 are used to convert the test image to
three different binary images Image1, Image2, and Image3. For a
pixel at coordinates (x, y), if its intensity I(x, y) > T, then it is
considered as an Object Pixel (1) else Background Pixel (0).

3.4

To avoid or reduce the detection of irrelevant objects such as lane
markers and parking lot dividers, logical operations are performed
among the binary images. In the case of detecting bright vehicles,
best results are obtained by taking common objects from pairs of
the binary images generated by the thresholds T1, T2, and T3. This
means, common objects from the pairs: (Image1, Image2),
(Image2, Image3), and (Image1, Image3) are taken. Each of these
binary images may contain some or all vehicles, so add all these
images together to obtain all the possible bright vehicles.

Image Subtraction

Image subtraction identifies the differences between any pair of
image samples. This is a technique that has been widely applied in
the background learning approaches. The subtraction procedure
compares every two pixels in the same position from two images,
if the difference in intensity is greater than a threshold, marks it as
“inconsistent” (notated by 0), otherwise keeps the original value
from the first input image. This procedure can be formally
presented as follows.

I 'x, y = {

3.3.2.2 Clustering by Otsu Method

I 1x , y , if | I 1x , y − I x2, y |< T ;
0, if | I 1x , y − I x2, y |>= T .

I’x,y indicates the intensity of the pixel at row x and column y in the
result image, Ikx,y means the intensity of pixel at row x and column
y in the k-th input image, and T is a user defined threshold. This
technique usually outputs a lot of noises due to the road-side
objects. We process the subtraction only around the road area to
reduce the noises.

The Otsu threshold uses class separatability, and maximizes the
between-class variance to find an optimal threshold value k*. This
threshold value is used to extract objects from their background.
Apply the Otsu threshold to the test image directly, will detect the
bright vehicles, but also some of the lane markers and parking lot
dividers that are present on the parking lot. To reduce the
complexity of identifying lane markers and parking lot dividers, a
preprocess step is applied first. The preprocess step involves the
application of a sliding neighborhood operation to the test image.
The sliding neighborhood operation consists of assigning to each
pixel of the test image, the maximum intensity of its neighborhood
- this is a rectangular area of 3×3 pixels, with the center pixel as
the one that is being processed by the operation.

3.5

Weighted Voting

The final voting component is to replace possible moving vehicle
pixels with appropriate background pixels. Traditionally, the
voting technique runs a majority voting among sample images for
each zero-value pixel identified by image subtraction. In this
algorithm, since the results from both vehicle detection and image
subtraction components need to be combined, a weighted voting
strategy is developed to generate the final view. The weighted
voting takes the following steps on image subtraction results and
vehicle detection results.

By applying sliding neighborhood operation to the test images, the
bright pixels corresponding to large objects, such as vehicles,
become brighter, but the bright pixels corresponding to irrelevant
objects such as lane markers stay at about the same level of
brightness. This preprocessing step will help to highlight the
vehicles, and dim some of the irrelevant objects such as the lane
markers.

Algorithm 3. Weighted Voting Procedure
For each zero-value pixel p identified by one image subtraction
result
For each vehicle detection results from image sample I
If p is contained in possible-vehicle segments in I
Weight I by multiplying d (d < 1)
Run majority voting for p on all available samples
Return the image with replaced pixels

3.3.3 Detection of dark vehicles
For the detection of dark vehicles, the Otsu Threshold is also
employed. Before applying the Otsu Threshold, a sliding
neighborhood operation is applied to the test image. Because in
this case we want to detect dark vehicles, each pixel is assigned
with the minimum intensity of its neighboring pixel in a
rectangular neighborhood of a 3×3 matrix. As a result, dark
vehicles become darker when compared to the background. After
applying the sliding neighborhood operation, the Otsu Threshold is
used to convert the test image to a binary image.

4 . EXPERIMENTS
To verify the view reconstruction algorithm, surveillance images
from TrafficLand.com [3] and satellite images from Googla Maps
[1] have been collected. The surveillance images show the road
situation of both directions on I-66 around Glebe Road with almost
the same view area and illumination. Each image sample is a
highly compressed image with resolution of 352×240, as shown in
Figure 9. These images have low quality, but very small size for

To avoid considering vehicle’s shadows as dark vehicles, the
results of applying both algorithms (detection of bright vehicles
and the detection of dark vehicles) are combined. This is carried
out by performing a logical OR operation to the two binary images:
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detecting bright vehicles and dark vehicles using the algorithm
described above. From the experiment results, we can notice that
the dark vehicle is much harder to detect because the blob of the
dark vehicle is smaller than the bright one, so some of the dark
vehicles are hard to recognize in the binary level image and
sometimes may easily be treated as noise of the image, such as the
shadow of the tree. In Figure 13 the detected vehicles are pointed
out with red circles. We didn’t use complicated images for this
experiment, so the issues we described in Section 3.3 did not
happen during the process. For the reconstruction part, satellite
view images could be treated the same way as street view image.
We just need to replace these pixels which belong to the vehicle by
background pixels.

web transferring. The results of vehicle detection component are
displayed in Figure 10. We can find that in our experiments, the
vehicle detection procedure is very effective to detect the potential
vehicle parts.

a). Image #1

c). Image #3

b). Image #2

a). Majority voting

d). Expected background

Figure 11. Re-constructed background image.

Figure 9. Original surveillance images and expected results.

a). Image #1

b). Weighted voting

b). Image #2
a) 1 car

b) Multi car

c). Image #3
Figure 10. Detected vehicles.
The final background image is illustrated in Figure 11, where the
background generated using majority voting is displayed for
comparison. In most area of the result images, the background is
reconstructed well. However, around the top left corner of the road,
the weighted voting approach does not remove the vehicle pixels
completely, while the majority voting returns better results. We
think that was because of the low accuracy of the vehicle detection
results (shown in Figure 10 (b)). As the vehicles appearing around
that area are usually small, and the illumination is also weak on
that part, the vehicle detection approach we applied cannot identify
the vehicle segments well. This problem should be relieved if
image quality is improved. Further fine tuning on the image sets
and the reconstruction algorithm is needed to make this approach
more applicable in real-world scenarios.

c) Expected background
Figure 12. Original satellite images and expected results.

5 . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes an efficient approach to reconstruct
background image from satellite images, surveillance images, and
street view images. It involves intelligent object detection
techniques to improve the accuracy and accelerate the generation
of the results. This is a generic method that can be applied and
extended to a lot of GIS and ITS applications to provide pure
geographic view and to preserve the privacy.
Future efforts are needed to extensively tune this method on the
vehicle detection algorithms, and verify its effectiveness by using
various categories of image sets taken in different scenarios.
Especially, extending this approach to remove both running and

For the Satellite view vehicle detection, Figure 12 shows the
dataset we used for this paper, Figure 13 shows the results for
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parked vehicles in satellite images/street view images could be a
significant contribution to the map systems such as Google Maps
and Microsoft Live Search Maps.
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ABSTRACT
Land degradation, and poverty issues are very common in our
world, especially in developing countries in Africa. There are
fewer adaptation strategies for climate change in these countries.
Ethiopia is a tropical country found in the horn of Africa. The
majority of the population live in rural areas and agriculture is the
main economic sector. Extensive agriculture has resulted in an
unexpected over-exploitation and land degradation. The project
locations are Southwestern and Northwestern Ethiopia. The main
objectives are to analize the accuracy of land use classification of
each sensors, classification algorithms and analyze land use
change. Thematic Mapper (TM) and Radar data will be used to
classify and monitor land use change. Two consecutive satellite
images will be used to see the land use change in the study area
(1998, 2008). ERDAS Imagine will be used to resample and
spatially register the Radar and TM data. The image classification
for this research study is supervised signature extraction. The
Maximum likelihood decision rule and C4.5 algorithm will be
applied to classify the images. TM and Radar data will be fused
by layer staking. The accuracy of the digital classification will be
calculated using error matrix. Land change modeler will be used
for analyzing and predicting land cover change. The impact of
roads, urban and population density on land use change will be
analayzed using GIS.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The environment is where we live; and development is what we
all do to improve livelihood. As we continue to live and live
better, we want to keep our environment with minimum
ecological alterations. Land degradation, and poverty issues are
very common in our world, especially in poor developing
countries in Africa. Developing countries have fewer resources to
adapt climate change and are the most vulnerable to it [20].The
expansion of agriculture over the past three decades involved the
cultivation of marginal areas, clearance of important natural
habitats such as forests and wetlands and such conversion is a
major driving force behind land degradation [19].
The majority population living in rural and urban areas is entirely
dependent on the forest resources for its daily needs. In rural areas
forest is a means of survival and people cut trees for firewood,
construction, commercial logging and subsistence farming. There
is often a conflict between local authorities and the poor
community because of area closures or protected lands.
Deforestation is associated with a number of economic, ecological
and social aspects, which necessitate a balance between the
exploitation of the direct values of the forests and the preservation
of its indirect values (e.g. biodiversity, CO2 sequestering,
protection against soil erosion as well as water conservation) [18].

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.6 Segmentation, I.5.2 Design Methodology, I.5.3 Clustering,
J.2 PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

General Terms: Algorithms, Measurement
Nations should always assess the current state of atmosphere,
land, water and biodiversity. Societies and governments should
seriously acknowledge the fact that environmental degradation
will diminish the potential for sustainable development. For poor
people living in weak or unstable states, climate change will
deepen suffering, and intensify the risks of mass migration,
violent conflict, and further fragility [22]. Extreme weather
conditions are having an increasingly large impact on vulnerable
human communities, particularly the world’s poor. Land
degradation is decreasing agricultural productivity, resulting in
lower incomes and reduced food security.
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Land use change, GIS, Modeling, Classification
Algorithm, Remote sensing.
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Africa has the potential to emerge as an exciting new center of
growth in the evolving global economy [22]. To achieve this,
Africa has to tackle climate change impacts by giving more
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attention to the issues of land degradation and poverty
eradication. Investing in Agriculture and Forestry in Africa will
help to combat climate change and it can also be profitable to feed
the continent and the whole world. As the same time, planting
trees will not have a negative effect like underground carbon
sequestration or ocean Iron fertilization.

Land degradation

Land use change driving factors and consequences can be
analyzed by land use change models [21]. “Models can be
considered as abstractions, approximations of reality which is
achieved through simplification of complex real world relations to
the point that they are understandable and analytically
manageable” [1]. These modeling approaches can be important
tools to see the trends in the future land use which may help for
predicting food supply and demand in the world. Besides,
environmental consequences of land use changes can be predicted
to avoid catastrophic damage to society and environment.

Loss of Soil fertility
and land productivity

Soil Erosion

Loss of biomass

Deforestation

Deforestation patterns as a result of spatially associated variables
can be studied by multivariate statistical analysis [14].
Multivariate modeling helps to see the interaction between the
independent variables as compared to univariate statistical
analysis of deforestation [13]. In this study, early and recent
deforestation can be modeled by considering the distance from
towns and distance to roads respectively. A similar research study
by Chomitz and Gray [2] shows habitat fragmentation and low
economic returns if roads are built in areas with poor soils and
low population densities. Different research studies showed that
the relationship between single independent and dependent
variables will ignore the importance of other factors in
deforestation processes. Multiple regression analysis is one of the
mostly used statistical models [1].

Poverty

Agricultural
Mismanagement

Biodiversity loss
Global warming
Land fragmentation

Loss of Income
Economic stagnation
Food Shortage
Migration
Decline in Agricultural
investment

1.3 Landsat and Radar
Satellites have more synoptic view as compared to aerial
photographs, and it is possible to see a large area of land at a
given time. Satellite remote sensing provides a means to
characterize the spatial patterns of vegetation changes at the
landscape scale [23]. Deforestation assessment study is one of the
applications in satellite industry. In a research study using remote
sensing data, an overall 6.2 % land use changes from 1973-2000
occurred in the north central Appalachians [15]. The primary
conversions in this study area were deforestation through
harvesting and natural disturbance followed by regeneration, and
conversion of forests to mining and urban lands. Such studies
showed the possibility of identifying the cause of land cover
change.

Figure 1. The interaction of Land degradation, Poverty and
Global warming
For such intervention to be fruitful, it will be crucial to develop
accurate quantification and verification methods of carbon
sequestration in Agriculture and Forestry. Therefore, an
application of remote sensing, and GIS for land-use change
analysis is an essential tool to quantify the potential of African
land mass on carbon sequestration and overall food security
issues. Spatial information on forest degradation would enhance
the effectiveness of planning development, commercial activities,
and conservation activities, as well as improve local and global
ecological models and carbon budget estimates [17]. Remote
sensing and GIS techniques will be helpful to assess land
degradation issues throughout the world. Especially in Africa, an
application of Radar remote sensing can increase the accuracy of
data on land use/cover change analysis.

Landsat has Multispectral Scanner subsystem (MSS) and
Thematic Mapper (TM) and these two scanners are sensitive to
different wavelengths and this will give different spectral response
for different features at a given time and space. Such variability of
spectral response will help to know the ground condition of a
given feature. A study using remote sensing (Landsat TM, SPOT)
and fieldwork in Ecuador's eastern cordillera showed 0.58 percent
annual rate of deforestation during the 1990’s [11]. In this study,
there is a combination of TM and SPOT and such data
incorporation will help to have more accurate results. A similar
study, finds that several tropical forest classes can be mapped
from Landsat TM data with high accuracies [18]. However, the
success of such classification is related to the existence of a
comprehensive ground truth database in combination with the use
of simple and intuitive methodologies.

1.2 Land Use Change and Modeling
Land use change can be caused by changes in population, market,
technology, economy and income, infrastructure and
environmental degradation. The drivers of land use change can be
classified in to bio-physical and socio-economic factors [1]. The
bio-physical factors are such as soil, topography, climate,
hydrology, and others. The Socio-economic drivers of land use
change are market, population, economic, political system,
technology and others. There is also variability in their degree of
influence from region to region and at the same time, these two
categories are correlated. In general, land use change has an effect
on economy, politics and environment. Both the causes and
impacts of land use change can be different from one region to
another.
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Radar is an active sensor which send energy to illuminate the
earth surface and detect the portion of back scattered portion of
energy. This means they don’t require another energy source like
Landsat sensors. Radar is not affected by solar illumination and
can be used day or night as compared to the passive sensors.
Radar has the ability to penetrate atmospheric conditions like fog,
hail and clouds since they have longer wavelengths. The all
weather operational characteristics of radar help to collect data
from different geographical areas of the world in the presence of
adverse weather conditions [10]. Such advantage of radar is
especially important to the case of tropics including my study area
in Ethiopia.
Radar sensors receive scattered energy from the surface feature
and the amount and direction of scattering is affected due to type
of material, moisture content, angle of illumination and receiving,
surface roughness and geometry. Microwave sensors such as radar
have remained unexploited for the most part due to a lack of longterm availability of data for tropical forests, lack of appropriate
bands and polarization, difficulty in interpreting data and the
traditional use of optical remote sensing data by civil disciplines
[16]. One of the disadvantages of space-borne system is the
difficulty with the analysis of radar data [10]. This is due to the
issue of single band and fixed polarization for the previous data.
Now there are good polarized data available from Japanese
PALSAR and RADARSAT-2. Another problem with radar data is
the presence of speckle noise and this has to be corrected by despeckling.

Figure 2 Human Induced soil degradation [5].

The agro-ecology of Ethiopia ranges from desert to tropical rain
forest. This diversity in agro-ecology has enabled the country to
have a variety of crops and animal species. The land use of the
country is divided in to arable land (12%), permanent crops (1%),
meadows and pasture (41%), and forest and woodland (24%) [3].
In general, 66% of the land mass of Ethiopia is considred suitable
for agriculture. Even if it is regarded as suitable land for
agriculture, overexploitation with out proper land management is
common throughout the country.

1.4 Ethiopia
Ethiopia has a total area of 1,127,127 km2 and it is the third
largest country in Africa. Located between 3.5oN and 15.5oN,
Ethiopia is a tropical country found in the horn of Africa.
Agriculture in Ethiopia is a source of food, raw material, foreign
currency and employment. The majority of the population live in
rural areas and agriculture is the main economic sector. Extensive
agriculture has resulted in an unexpected over-exploitation and
degradation of natural resources for many years. The topography
of Ethiopia is very variable, ranging from 116 meters below sea
level to 4500 meters above sea level. The majority of the
population live in the highlands. The population density in the
highlands and lowlands is 250 and 10 persons per km2
respectively [3]. Land degradation in the Ethiopian highlands is
mostly due to agricultural mismanagment, lack of conservation,
hilly topography, intensive rainfall and low vegetation cover. The
data from figure 1 shows the severity of human induced soil
degradation in most parts of the highlands. In contrast, the
lowlands are sparcely populated, less degraded and underutilized.
This low land areas are now the center for commercial farming
and land use change.

Agriculture is the main economic sector in the country. It is
highly dependent on rainfall, which is erratic and unpredictable.
Irrigation is very limited due to lack of capital, skills and
knowledge. Even if the irrigation potential in Ethiopia is very
high, only 1.04% (23,160 ha) is under irrigation from the total
irrigation potential 2,220,000 ha in the Nile river basin [6]. Poor
agricultural practices and lack of proper management approches
have resulted in deforestion, soil erosion, siltation, desertification
and other environmetal problems. There is frequent land
redistribution and fragmentation due to population increase and
land scarcity in most parts of the country. Such shortage of land
resulted in local conflict, migration and deforestation. In my study
area, there are also commercial farms for more than 30 years and
there is on going land use change. The forest cover of the region
has declined due to the combined impact of different factors and it
is crucial to study land use/cover change in Ethiopia.
1.5 Statement of the Problem
Deforestation was a common feature in Ethiopia and it is still one
of its current environmental problems. The annual loss of forests
in Ethiopia is estimated between 150,000 and 200,000 ha [4].
The reasons behind deforestation may vary from place to place.
One study considers agricultural expansion as the main reason
behind deforestation [7]. Another study in southern Wello of
Ethiopia shows a 51% decline in shrub land cover due to
settlement [12]. This shows that land use change drivers may vary
from place to place, and it will be hard to generalize the causes of
deforestation and land use change in Ethiopia. Even if issues like
agricultural expansion, fire wood collection and settlements are
mentioned in different studies, the impacts of road infrastructure
and urbanization are not yet sufficiently addressed.
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One main concern in the land use planning issues in Ethiopia is
the lack of accurate data on land use/cover and deforestation. In
different articles there is variability of research results and it is
very hard to have a sound deforestation and/or forest cover map.
If there is no accurate data on the rate of deforestation and land
use issues, it will be hard to come with an appropriate plan to
tackle deforestation and environmental degradation. Therefore,
remote sensing and GIS techniques are important to study land
use change.

3. Data Sources, Materials and Methods
The main data sources for this study will be satellite images.
Thematic Mapper (TM) and Radar data will be used to classify the
land use and monitor deforestation. Land change modeler and GIS
will be used to see the current and future land use with respect to
settlement/urbanization, road expansion and population density in
the study area. Two consecutive satellite images will be used to
see the secession of forest cover in the region (1998 and 2008).
To have the same spatial resolution, the data will be re-sampled.
Both images will also be geometrically rectified.

Basic information concerning land use/cover is critical to both
scientific and decision-making activities [8]. Such data or
information is very limited in Ethiopia and in most cases decision
making is very difficult. Optical remote sensing was widly used
instruments to classify land-use and land-cover. In tropics and my
study area, image classification using optical remote sensing
results in low accuracy classified images due to cloud cover. This
problem can be improved by combining the optical data with
radar data. Radar holds enormous data-collecting potential for
many areas, especially those often obscured by adverse weather
conditions [8]. In this research Radar and Landsat TM data will
be used to classify land use/cover in the study areas. Besides this
the classified image will be used to analyse land use change using
GIS.

Topographic maps of the region will help to digitize the road
networks and towns. Map comparison will be done based on
additional secondary data and field works. ERDAS imaging will
be used to classify the study area in to forest, agriculture,
settlement, and pasture land. The general steps that this study
follows are remote sensing image collection, field data collection,
land use/land cover classification and analysis. Land use change
and its correlation with the driving forces of change (roads, urban
and population density) will be analyzed. Land change modeler
will be used for analyzing and predicting land cover change in the
study area. This model will require two consequetive land cover
map for the analysis and it will also help to see the potential of
transition from one cover type to another.

2. Study Area

4. Objectives

The project location is in Southwest (Jimma) and Northwest
(Humera) Ethiopia, where the remaining major forest sites are
located in Ethiopia. Besides the forest cover, the study area is
home to biodiversity of coffee, wild life and other plant species.
The study area is also an area with large commercial tea and
oilseed plantation sites. In the study areas, there are a number of
road expansions to improve the market accessibility of
agricultural products and interconnect the local cities and villages.

→ To study deforestation and analyze the accuracy of land use
classification in Ethiopia using Thematic Mapper and Radar
sensors. Besides this, the land use classification accuracy between
maximum likelihood and C4.5 algorithms will be compared.
→ The analyze and compare the classification accuracy of fusing
both sensors and evaluate impact of speckle reduction and texture
measures on radar data land use classification.
→ To analyze the spatial correlation of roads, urban and
population density with land use change and the rate of
deforestation in the region.

Humera

5. Image Acquisition, Processing, and
Analysis
5.1 Field Data Collection

area
Jimma

area

Roads and Forest

The primary objective of field data collection is to have training
and truth sites for the supervised digital classification using Radar
and TM sensors. This will be implemented with the collaboration
of George Mason University (GMU), Aksum and Jimma
University in Ethiopia. Before, the field trip, the principal
investigator will collect all the available secondary and primary
data in George Mason University. The team will use a questioner
to collect land use, biodiversity, household income, source of
energy, land tenure and other data from local population. The
team will also collect secondary data like population, land use and
soil maps from different offices. Geographic positioning system
(GPS) will be used to accurately locate the overall study area and
validation sites.

Tea plantation

Study area in Northern
and Southwestern
Ethiopia

Figure 3. Study area in Ethiopia

5.2 Data Acquisitions and Preprocessing
For this study, Radar and Thematic data from 1998 and 2008 will
be used to monitor deforestation and land use change. The
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original data from Radar and TM will be re-sampled and spatially
registered to the smallest pixel size. The images will be rectified
using the GPS ground control points collected in the field or
available maps. To preserve the original spectral values of the
scene, the datasets will be re-sampled using nearest neighbor
interpolation. To see the effects of enhancement methods on the
classification accuracy of radar data, texture measures and speckle
reduction will be applied.

will help to improve the accuracy of information from land
use/cover classification. Since my study area is in tropics, fusing
data will help the overall accuracy of classification. In this
research the TM and Radar data will be fused by layer staking.
The layer staking method is the commonly used method as
compared to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and others. By
layer staking different bands are combined to create a single
image with multiple bands.

5.3 Image Classification

5.4 Accuracy Assessment

The basic image classification for this research study is supervised
signature extraction. This signature extraction needs prior
knowledge to accurately apply and produce an acceptable
accuracy. Therefore, the principal investigator will collect data
and study the research area before applying the supervised
signature extraction. For this classification, only four land covers
mainly forest, agriculture, pasture and urban/settlements will be
considered. For this research purpose, areas covered by other land
cover will be considered as deforested in the final analysis. The
land cover classification based on the 1998 data will be used as a
base for the deforestation analysis in the area. The classification
method for this research will be hard classification and it is perpixel method.

An image without accuracy assessment will be less useful since
the result will be less valid for scientific purposes and other
practical use by consumer. Truth/validation data collected from
field will be used to analyze the accuracy of each classification
from these two sensors. If these validations sites are not collected
from field, other ancillary data will be used. Polygon training sites
generally provide slightly lower accuracies than pixels, but texture
measures will benefit [10]. For this study, three polygon
validation sites for each land cover will be applied. The
contingency table will help to see the producer, user and overall
accuracy of the digital classification applied to the data. Such
information will be used to assess the importance of each sensor
to monitor deforestation status in tropical areas like the study area.

6. Final Product
A good digital classification needs good and representative
signatures. Polygon training site selection will be applied and at
least 3 training sites per land cover will be selected. The training
site should be valid enough to apply to the classification algorithm
and the statistical values of these will be evaluated. Such
evaluation will help to avoid or reevaluate the training sites
selected. ERDAS contingency test will be applied to evaluate the
statistics of the signatures. After acquiring the training sites
which are valid and representative for each class, the Maximum
likelihood decision rule will be applied to classify the image. The
contingency table produced by this rule will be applied to evaluate
the accuracy of each product from the Radar and TM data.
Besides this, decision tree classifier (C4.5 algorithm) will be used
to classify the images and compare the classification accuracy
with maximum likelihood algorithm.

The main objective of this research study is to provide an accurate
data on deforestation and land use/cover change in the study area.
Besides, it will provide important research findings on the type of
sensors and the best classification algorithm to be used for land
use change analysis. This research will identify the current cause
of land use change in the area and it will recommend future policy
intervention to preserve the natural resources of the region. The
land cover map of the study area will be used for further research.
The map will be exported to ArcGIS and this GIS layer will be
used as a source of digital data base for the region.
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